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SK ANYBODY IN the beauty industry to describe Dave Kimbell, who
became chief executive officer of Ulta Beauty in June, and their answers
are strikingly similar. Words like “genuine,” “authentic” and “thoughtful”
abound. What quickly becomes clear is that such descriptors aren’t
platitudes — they are a key component of Kimbell’s management style
and strategic vision as he takes command of the largest beauty retailer
in the U.S. during one of the most disruptive periods in the history of

the industry.
Kimbell is well acquainted with the landscape. For the last eight years, he’s overseen
merchandising, marketing and, more recently, operations under previous CEO Mary
Dillon, who doubled Ulta’s store count and trebled sales during her tenure to over $7.3
billion in 2019.
But the growth levers today are very different, as is the competition, and to move the
business forward, Kimbell will have to forge a new path. An inveterate marketer who got
his start at Procter & Gamble, the CEO relishes creating deep connections with people and
leading with purpose. “Human experience has always been part of the beauty category,”
he said, “but because of the forced separation we went through, there’s a renewed
understanding of the importance of human connection, and specifically, within beauty,
the desire to express yourself in ways that are reflective of who you are and how you
want to show up in the world.” To discover how Kimbell is translating that vision into a
long-term business driver for Ulta, turn to “Made to Engage” on page 60.
Over the course of its 75-year history, the Estée Lauder Cos. Inc. has also undergone
significant transformation, continually evolving and innovating to maintain its
leadership position in prestige beauty. We at WWD Beauty Inc took the opportunity of
the anniversary to look at what’s next — with an in-depth package on how executive
chairman William P. Lauder and CEO Fabrizio Freda are positioning the company for
the next 75 years. Our coverage starts in “Forever Young” on page 19.
Not surprisingly, a number of Lauder brands are included on our 2021 list of Beauty’s
Most Powerful Brands on page 52. As always, our list is based on a number of different
elements, including sales figures, digital and social media metrics, industry awards and
our own reporting throughout the year. Divided into three categories — established
legacy brands, independent spirits and directional emerging players, the list paints a
vivid picture of a very vibrant beauty landscape — one well positioned to survive the
vicissitudes of today and whatever the future may hold.

Jenny B. Fine
@jennybefine
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REALLY
ROSIE
Rosie Huntington-Whiteley’s
new beauty brand harnesses
the insights gleaned from the
model-actress-entrepreneur’s
multifaceted career.
By SAMANTHA CONTI

ROSIE HUNTINGTON-WHITELEY, 34, is
a British institution, having worked with Marks
& Spencer for more than a decade, collaborating
on makeup and lingerie collections for the brand,
and appearing in campaigns, and on the runway,
for Burberry. She’s also well-known far beyond
British shores as a former Victoria’s Secret Angel
and a runway model for brands including Prada,
Givenchy and Louis Vuitton. Ten years ago, she
branched into film with roles in “Transformers:
Dark of the Moon,” and “Mad Max: Fury Road.”
Now, she’s ready to add another line to her CV:
beauty entrepreneur.
This month, Huntington-Whiteley, a mother-ofone who lives with her longtime partner, the actor
Jason Statham, in Los Angeles, is launching Rose
Inc. a collection of multitasking, eco-conscious
color cosmetics. The line is vegan, cruelty-free, and
packaged in refillable cartons and recyclable bottles
with rinse-off labels made partly from hemp.
Huntington-Whiteley has teamed with the longtime
beauty executive and entrepreneur Caroline
Hadfield, and Amyris, the biotech company that
develops and produces sustainable ingredients for
a variety of industries, on the project.
Here, she takes us inside the creation of her
new brand; the power of her community (she
has 13 million followers on Instagram) and her
eponymous beauty and wellness platform, also
called Rose Inc., which she created in 2018; the
highs and lows of the entrepreneurial life — and
her particular talent for sitting still, and listening,
while having her own makeup done.
How long had you been thinking about
launching color cosmetics?
Rosie Huntington-Whiteley: A really long
time, to be honest. I’d launched a color cosmetics
line in the U.K. with Marks and Spencer, and
it was a great experience. I’ve always loved
makeup products, and then, with Marks &
Spencer, I realized how much I enjoyed the
process, the NPD [new product development],
research and formulation aspect of it. And I
8 WWD BEAUTY INC

Rosie Huntington-Whiteley
with products from her
new line.

loved building a brand, a consumer product, and
being able to tell a story around that product.
I think a lot of the time people would associate
me with fashion, which I love, but with beauty,
there’s an aspirational aspect and there’s also an
accessibility bit, which fashion doesn’t
provide, necessarily.
Why did you launch the Rose Inc. content
platform before developing products
under your name?
R.H-W: When I launched Rose Inc. in 2018, I
really wanted to do something on my own that
was not conventional. I wanted to launch a

business — not a collaboration, not a license deal
— but something I could really own. Building a
network and a community, being able to speak
to experts, connect with experts, feature and,
highlight people — it’s been an amazing thing.
The content platform has been an amazing thing,
and I can’t imagine building this brand the other
way round.
Also, I wanted to take my audience on a
journey with me through beauty. It was about
cementing my authority within the industry, and
my passion for beauty. I think a lot of the time we
see celebrities — in beauty, skin care or fashion
— and you think to yourself: ‘Well, apart from ►
Photograph by KATE PETERS
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the fact that you wear makeup every day, I didn’t
know it was a diehard passion of yours. And if it’s
not a diehard passion, then why should I believe
in your product?’
I think community first is just the way to go.
It’s so much more authentic, and it’s allowed us
so much opportunity to dive into all the data and
statistics. We’ve been able to see what brands sell,
what my audience is buying into, what articles
they’re clicking on and responding to, which
influencers, which people, which experts, they’re
interested in learning about. You get so much
market research right there. And I think by the
time we launch, the Rose Inc. audience will be
very excited about it — I hope.
Why was transparency so important with
regard to ingredients and packaging?
R.H-W: Before I met Caroline, what I knew, and
what I felt really sure of, was that if I was going
to launch a brand, it had to stand for something,
it had to have legs beyond me being a celebrity
founder. I wanted a brand that could live
without me, a brand that had enough integrity
to carry itself.
I also think that consumers today are craving
more and more transparency from brands across
the board, whether that’s in fashion, food or beauty.
As consumers, we are so much more aware. We
pick things over a bit more, we ask the questions,
we have high expectations from our brands, we
vote with our dollar, we understand these brands
stand for something beyond just the product.
Right now there is a huge demand for packaging
that is eco-conscious. But it’s not easy — otherwise
everybody would be doing it. And there’s not a
one-size fits all solution. It will require a lot of
innovation and science in the forthcoming years,
and Rose Inc. is committed to that.
What was your vision for the products?
What niche were you looking to fill in this
overcrowded market?
R.H-W: We’re really thinking about makeup
as skin care. I wanted formulas that were really
performative, easy to use and loaded with benefits.
As someone who wears makeup every single day
at work, and for hours, I wanted makeup that was
going to work for me. I’ve had years of terrible
acne breakouts and skin issues from wearing
tons of makeup for work, so I collaborated really
intensely with the team saying, ‘We’re going to
have this makeup on our faces all day. What can
we pack the products with that is beneficial for
our skin?’ We hope to encourage and support
people wearing the products, and to aspire to the
standards we set as a brand.
Can you talk specifically about some
of the products?
R.H-W: Pretty much everything is multipurpose,
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from our blush that can be worn as a lip product,
to our brow gel that has ingredients to help
with hair regrowth, and conditioning the hair.
And I’m really proud of our concealer. I haven’t
really worn foundation since we’ve created this
concealer as it gives you enough coverage.
I can dot it around my face and it gives me
that lovely daytime coverage, and it can be worn
over foundation, too. It’s a lovely sort of liquid
formula so you can do a lot with it.
I believe women are multi-faceted, we’re busy,
and we’re on-the-go people. So we want the
most out of our products, and — also — I don’t
want an instruction manual as to how to put on
my makeup. It’s supposed to be a fun process.
Someone with zero skills should be able to apply
a blush or a foundation just as much as someone
who is doing that amazing full, artistic glam.
I don’t want to spend an hour doing my
eyeshadow. I’d like to put something on quickly,
and then be out the door, feeling great.
Can you talk specifically about
the debut collection?
R.H-W: It’s called the Modern Essentials
Collection and you’ll see it’s four color products and
two skin care products. I believe these six curated
products give you instant results in a really fast
manner. You’ve got the toner, which is great for
resurfacing the skin, a very gentle exfoliator. And
then you have this very hydrating primer-meetsmoisturizer serum, which is just going to add that
instant bouncy fluffiness to your skin, but is also a
very indulgent cover for evening.
The brow gel, cream blush, lip crayon and
concealer are the four color products which I
feel like, whether I’m doing something really
mundane like going to the post office, or whether
I’m dropping my son off at school or I’ve got an
important meeting in town, these products are
going to make me feel instantly pulled together
and polished in a matter of minutes. They’re easy
to use and can be in my handbag. I can put them
on in a pinch, and they give me, and hopefully my
customers, instant results.
How much time do you spend putting
on makeup on any given day?
R.H-W: It really depends. Some days I have five
minutes to get out the door and then other days
I have an hour. I love doing my own makeup. I
see it as “me” time. I love the creative process,
playing around with the stuff I’ve been sent,
or stuff that I’m trying out for Rose Inc. It’s a
creative experience and I love the transformative
nature of it. So day-to-day if I’m going out to work
for meetings, I’d probably carve out an hour for
myself from getting out of the shower to being
fully dressed. If I’m running out to do the school
run, it’s like “Eyebrows in the car — and hopefully
no one will see.”

How good are you at having your
makeup done for a shoot or a big event?
R.H-W: “Ha! I must say I am renowned for
this — and you can ask any makeup artist who’s
done my makeup before — the one thing they
comment on is how great I am at sitting still.
And that proves the point that I just love having
my makeup done. I am a dream to work with,
because I sit still and just ask them questions
about the formulations. These 20 years in a hair
and makeup chair have led up to this moment of
launching the collection.
How did you meet Caroline, and how
did you know she was the CEO for you?
R.H-W: It took a long time. When I started Rose
Inc. I spent a long time looking for the right
partner and I kissed a lot of frogs. I looked at
different ways of building up a brand. I looked
at raising money, self-funding and potentially
partnering, so any partner was going to be very
important. I met with a lot of different people.
Caroline and I had already worked together on a
brand when she brought me in as a spokeswoman
for the baby and mother care line Pipette, which
she founded. I was blown away by the integrity
and the standards the Pipette team and Amyris
had, striving toward a much more sustainable
future in products and consumer goods.
Caroline gave me a call one day and said: ‘I’d
love to talk to you about partnering.’ And I was
a little frustrated with myself for not having
thought of it first! I like to be the proactive person
as I’m an Aries. At the time, I didn’t know Amyris
could do color as well as skin care so Caroline and
I sat down. She said they’d been doing a lot of
work in the color space and had a lot of research
that would allow us to be innovative with color.
So that was it. Caroline has worked in lots of
different aspects of the industry, she has founded
her own brands (including Biossance, with
Amyris) and had also worked with conglomerates.
How big do you want Rose Inc. to get?
R.H-W: At this point, I just want to get the brand
off and launched and out to the world. Now it’s
up to the customer, the audience, to tell me what
they think. I’m so lucky to get to go to work every
day, although it’s not an easy thing. I’ve worked
hard over the years, and it is stressful at times. It’s
a hustle and a grind every single day. You cannot
anticipate it until you’re in the thick of it, and
your name is riding on something, and you’re just
so committed and passionate about something
that you just can’t help but get emotional. But it’s
super fulfilling! Even if I go to bed with a million
things whirling through my mind, I wake up the
next day ready to get up and tackle those things.
Work is important, and I love that saying that you
need to find a job where you feel that you’ve never
had to work a day in your life. ■
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MAN UP

1

With double-digit sales
increases, the men’s
fragrance category is
booming. By JAMES MANSO

8

2

Sales of men’s fragrances are
soaring in a post-pandemic world,
up 45 percent versus 2020 and 22
percent from 2019. Brands have
taken note. Here, the newest men’s
scents launching for fall.

1. SIGIL AQUA VIRIDI, $130.
5

Sigil founder Patrick Kelly debuts a
mossy fougère to his collection of
genderless, natural fragrances.

2. DIESEL SOUND OF
THE BRAVE, $57.

3

Rapper Skepta fronts the
campaign for Diesel’s newest
juice, whose ingredient mix
was inspired by music.

9

3. HAWTHORNE
COLOGNE, $50.
The first scent from the quiz-based,
personalized d-to-c grooming brand.

6

4. CALVIN KLEIN DEFY, $70.
The designer’s first men’s launch
in 10 years is slated to hit $78 million
at retail in first-year sales.

5. CREED VIKING COLOGNE, $335.
Creed’s latest is a contemporary
take on a fougère.

4

6. GUESS EFFECT, $49.
Guess is launching its first
grooming range, complete
with this new fragrance pillar.

10

7. BY KILIAN L’HEURE
VERTE, $195.
Kilian Hennessy adds to his
Liquors collection with an
absinthe-inspired scent.

7

8. D. S. & DURGA GRAPEFRUIT
GENERATION, $175.
Hawthorne flower, tuberose, musk
and grapefruit give this its punch.

9. RALPH LAUREN
RALPH’S CLUB, $60.
The designer created a virtual nightclub
with exclusive content accessible only
when the scent is purchased.

11

10. BURBERRY HERO, $78.
Chief creative officer Riccardo Tisci
tapped Adam Driver to front his first
fragrance for the brand.

11. SNIF PACIFICO
BY SURFACES, $65.
Drop-style, d-to-c fragrance
brand Snif partners with the band
Surfaces for its latest collab.
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DOUBLE
BY DESIGN

1

As the boundaries between categories
blur, makeup launches are focusing
on skin care perks and color payoff.
By JAMES MANSO
2

Vive la hybrid! Makeup usage is
on the rise, and what’s resonating
most are products that capitalize
on the boom in skin care. “We did
a consumer study for makeup and
skin care, and about 92 percent
of makeup users use makeup
products with skin care benefits,
47 percent look for products
that are makeup and skin care
in one, and 16 percent consult a
dermatologist when deciding which
product to buy,” said Larissa Jensen,
vice president of beauty at the NPD
Group. Answering the call: A new
generation of products that do
double duty, combining short-term
pay-off with longer-lasting benefits.
Here, the latest.

3

Mix and match colors that can be
combined in countless ways and
contain peptides and jojoba and
avocado oils to firm and volumize.

12

7. ALILA OMNIA ALL-IN-ONE
SKIN PERFECTOR, $32.
The debut product from this d-to-c
brand claims nine benefits, from
brightening to bronzer, priming to
de-puffing, soothing to softening.

8. TRISH MCEVOY BEAUTY
BOOST LIP AND CHEEK
STAIN, $33.

13

11

The multipurpose pigment
has sunflower and rice bran
waxes, which condition and
provide long wear.

4

1. HUDA BEAUTY
N.Y.M.P.H. GLAZE, $35.
Huda Kattan’s latest creation
credits its creamy finish to shea
butter, squalene and vitamin E.

10

9

9. IT COSMETICS YOUR SKIN
BUT BETTER FOUNDATION
+ SKINCARE, $39.50.
Hyaluronic acid, aloe vera and
vitamin B5 provide measurable
moisturization – with the clinicals
to back up the claims.

2. MILK MAKEUP SUNSHINE
UNDER EYE TINT, $28.
Oil-soluble vitamin C, caffeine,
squalane and sea buckthorn
oils give this concealer
blue light protection and
brightening benefits.

3. YVES SAINT LAURENT
BEAUTÉ BARE LOOK TINT, $38.
Part of YSL’s newest collection,
this promises 24-hour hydration
thanks to twice the water content
of typical foundations and 15
percent glycerin.

4. JONES ROAD MIRACLE
BALM, $38.
Jones Road’s multitasking
hero balm now comes in
expanded shades.

5. BOBBI BROWN LONG WEAR
CREAM SHADOW STICK, $30.
The brand’s standout eye
product is launching five new
shades — each as brightening and
moisturizing as the original.

6. WESTMAN ATELIER LIP
SUEDE IN LES NUDES, $85.

10. VERSED MOOD
LIGHTING LUMINIZING
GLOW DROPS, $18.

8

5
7

6

These blendable and mixable
drops combine the antioxidant
blackberry extract with
moisturizing hyaluronic acid.

11. FENTY GLOSS BOMB
HEAT UNIVERSAL LIP
LUMINIZER + PLUMPER, $22.
Shea butter and vitamin E add
plumping benefits to this red
hot launch.
12. SAIE SUN MELT NATURAL
CREAM BRONZER, $28.
Brand founder (and Lauder
alumna) Laney Crowell added
colloidal oatmeal and jojoba esters
to her latest complexion creation.

13. KJAER WEIS IM-POSSIBLE
MASCARA, $32.
The OG organic makeup brand
launches its first mascara,
complete with refillable packaging.
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BETTING
BIG ON
BEAUTY
Meet the venture capitalists who
are taking a different approach to
investing in beauty.
By ALLISON COLLINS

A NEW CROP OF venture capitalists are here,
and they’re specialists in the beauty industry.
Their pitch to founders is this: we’ll have time to
give you special attention because we don’t make
tons of investments, and we will help you grow this
company, profitably, at a sustainable pace.
It’s not sexy, but so far, it’s working. These
types of investors have been able to woo many of
beauty’s fast-growing brands.
Traditional venture investors from the tech
community can certainly write checks and advise
on the digital side of beauty operations, with
expertise in things like digital marketing and
customer acquisition. But VCs often push top line
sales growth at the expense of profitability, and
they are rarely equipped to provide meaningful
input on the more traditional mechanics of
the beauty business — things like making good
products, ensuring solid distribution and growing
profitably. Instead, VCs tend to strew money
16 WWD BEAUTY INC

around in lots of companies, hope that one or two
of them will make it big, and simply deal with it
when the rest fail. They also often prioritize scaling
sales, but not profits.
Enter today’s beauty specialist VC firms,
like True Beauty Capital, Willow Growth and
others, that aim to do the opposite of that.
True Beauty, founded by Rich Gersten and
Cristina Nuñez, has already invested in Aquis, K18,
Kinship, Maude and other brands. They recently
closed a $42 million fund that was propelled by the
growth their early investments were seeing, they
said. Ultimately, their goal is to help brands gain
traction without spending wildly on marketing.
“We’re not writing $250,000 checks across 50
brands hoping that one of them is the next Drunk
Elephant,” Gersten said. Instead, the firm is writing
$1 million to $5 million checks to between 10 to
12 companies, and hoping that most of them find
success. “We have more winners in our portfolio
than we do losers, which is the opposite of what
venture capital traditionally does. They sprinkle
and they, in some cases, hope and pray that you’re
going to have that one or two monster exit[s],”
Nuñez said.
For Deb Benton, cofounder and general partner
at Willow, distancing her investments from the
traditional tech VC model has been important.
She previously worked as the president and chief
operating officer of NastyGal, the venture-backed
fashion start-up that went bankrupt in 2017, and
saw that the way VCs invested in beauty and
consumer companies didn’t always work.
With Willow, her goal is to help founders build
the businesses they want to build, versus focus
on rapid scaling at the expense of margins, she
said. She tells brands to be “maniacally focused

on your margin profile” and on “bringing joy to
your consumers’ lives” to drive repeat purchase.
“We just don’t want to force these brands to have a
billion-dollar exit to be successful, that’s irrational,”
Benton said. Her firm backs companies across the
consumer and beauty space, and recently invested
$2.6 million in Dae, which is projecting 300
percent growth for 2021.
Venture capital is relatively new in the beauty
space, but so far, few beauty companies who have
grown via that route have had the billion-dollar
exits their backers are seeking.
“I can’t think of a single one that scaled a truly
digital business,” said Ilya Seglin, managing
director at Threadstone LP.
There is the Honest Co., Jessica Alba’s CPG
company that also makes beauty products, which
raised about $1.4 billion via SPAC public offering
earlier this year. Industry insiders pointed out
however that the SPAC deal occurred only after
Honest got a traditional private equity investment
from L Catterton, an experienced consumerfocused firm. There’s also Glossier, which just
raised another $80 million Series E with a $1.8
billion valuation, but they haven’t sold or hit the
public markets yet.
“In general, the market is willing to value
companies that are profitable and growing
differently than companies that are unprofitable,”
noted Steph Wissink, analyst at Jefferies.
Beauty companies are selling “confidence and
aspiration,” said Wissink. “For VCs, that goes back
to, can you get that level of intimate working
knowledge of a business. You can have the best
product with the strongest efficacy, but if you
don’t have story and you don’t have aspiration, the
consumer’s going to see it like vanilla ice cream.
They’re going to look around you for pizzaz.”
Specialist beauty investors may be better poised
to understand businesses, founder stories and
product quality.
“This VC approach from people who understand
the industry and can truly be a strategically helpful
partner, it’s exactly what the category needed,” said
Seglin, who said he is skeptical of traditional tech
VCs backing beauty brands.
“You can’t scale a consumer product in a mature
category the way you can do new technology,”
he said. “To me, this [new] VC approach is really
interesting … because they actually add value
because of their understanding of the business,
their connections, because they’ve seen what
distribution expansion works and what doesn’t.”
Seglin noted that in beauty, the connections
piece is particularly important. “It’s a clique and
it’s who you know. A lot of relationships open
doors,” he added. “With the right relationship you
can find the right digital marketing partner, you
can meet with a QVC buyer. And if you don’t know
someone you can bang your head against the wall
for a very long time.”
Illustration by MATTHEW BILLINGTON
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Dubroff by Sam Visser

Thanks to a philosophy of reveal rather than conceal,
Pati Dubroff is one of Hollywood’s most in-demand —
and enduring — makeup artists. By JENNIFER WEIL
“THE WAY I USE COLOR IS more
like how it would appear as a watercolor,
as opposed to an oil painting,” said
makeup artist Pati Dubroff. “Because I
like things that have a soft blurriness.”
For Dubroff, whose clients include
Margot Robbie, Priyanka Chopra and
Laura Dern, less is more.
“The more product you put on
someone, the more you’re taking over
their face, as opposed to letting who
they are shine through,” she said. “By
enlivening the skin, you’re enlivening
the whole canvas, so then everything
else has an extra spark and a charge.”
Dubroff herself is high-wattage, alight
with creativity, and with a star still
perpetually rising. Three decades after
starting in the trade, she’s a favorite of
the fashion and celebrity worlds, and
an influencer in her own right, with an
Instagram following of 257,000.

Dubroff was born in Germany, and
moved Stateside at age four. After high
school in New Jersey, she hightailed it
to the Big Apple. “I knew that I really
loved all the objects and things on
my mother’s little makeup table,” she
said. “I remember being around 10 and
thinking: ‘I want to do this when I grow
up.’ I didn’t know what ‘this’ was, but I
loved those items and what they did.”
Dubroff spritzed fragrance at
Bloomingdale’s (“for, I think, a day”)
in the late 1980s, then freelanced at a
Bergdorf Goodman makeup counter.
Next stop was assisting makeup
artist greats, including François Nars
and Linda Cantello. Through Nars,
she met photographers like Peter
Lindbergh, Ellen von Unwerth and
Patrick Demarchelier, and supermodels
like Christy Turlington.
Dubroff transplanted to Los Angeles

20 years ago and found her forte in
Hollywood: helping real women look
like the best versions of themselves.
Dubroff soaks in information. “The
more open you are to learning, then you
realize that everyone in front of you can
be a mentor,” she said.
She comes up with some of her best
ideas wandering in nature. “Going for
a walk is where I have the most a-ha
moments,” she said. “It’s just being out,
unplugged.”
While plugged in, she delves into
social media. “But the more I look at it,
the less I focus on my own creativity,”
she said. “I’m looking at others’
creativity, and then it becomes like a
comparison study as opposed to more
of an internal spark.”
Dubroff doesn’t like to overthink her
creative process. “When I’m thinking
too hard or trying too hard, I’m
blocking my flow,” she said. “My goal is
to let go of my walls and boxes, be in
my breath and open to stimulus. That’s
where creativity flows, because that’s
where life flows from.”
She also needs to understand her
subject. “I ask who their beauty icons
are,” said Dubroff. “If someone says
Brigitte Bardot or Kate Moss that
says a lot. It gives you an idea of
what they’re after.”
One of her personal icons is
Turlington “because of her heart and
soul — her real beauty.” Recently,
Dubroff has become obsessed with
Paulina Porizkova. “She’s helping
keep the door open for women to
feel confident about aging gracefully,
naturally and realistically,” she said.
COVID had some upsides for
Dubroff, who got to spend more time
with her daughter and husband.
She began making herself up
again, too.
“I’m not a big makeupwearer in life,” she said, “but
during the pandemic, I felt like
I wanted to keep creative and
my skills up, and try out new
things that had arrived.”
Dubroff started filming
herself, learned how to self light
and edit video. She realized her
Insta feed resonates with people
and allows her to educate and show
beauty in an unconventional way.
The one downside is constant self
reflection. “It’s like: ‘Oh wait, I’m
looking way too much at myself,”
said Dubroff.

Inside the mind
Favorite object:
“It’s this necklace that I
never take off. It’s the word
‘prem’ in Hindi. It means
‘love for god,’ and it’s a
name that I was given by my
meditation teacher. It’s also
a reminder of what’s really
important.”
Favorite podcast:
“One of my very famous
actress clients told me about
this podcast she was listening
to, so I started. I am obsessed
and can’t stop. It’s called
‘Red Scare.’ It’s these two
women in their early thirties
of Russian descent who live
in New York, and they are
radical in their socialism and
activism, but also their take
on society is so witty
and sharp.”
Reading next:
”‘Face Value: The Hidden
Ways Beauty Shapes
Women’s Lives.’ It’s like the
psychology of beauty, which
I find super interesting.”
Favorite colors:
“I like colors that feel like
they come from the earth
in one way or another. All
shades of green I’d say are
way up there.”
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As the Estée Lauder Cos. celebrates 75 years in the beauty business, it is harnessing
its legacy of leadership to drive relevance for generations to come.
Photograph by SARAH HOPP
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FOREVER
YOUNG
ESTÉE LAUDER’S story is the stuff
dreams are made of: Almost eight
decades ago, the intrepid entrepreneur
started cooking up batches of skin care
products in her Manhattan kitchen,
which she would sell in hair salons.
Subsequently, Saks gave her an order for
$800 — and the rest is beauty history.
A lot has changed since then — most
notably the scale of operations. Today,
the Estée Lauder Cos. Inc. is the largest
pure-play prestige beauty player in the
world, with sales of over $14.2 billion
from 25 brands operating in more than
150 countries.
But a lot has stayed the same, too,
starting with the values imprinted by the
Lauder family from the very beginning,
including a commitment to employees
and consumers and an insistence on the
highest-quality products and distribution.
As the company celebrates its
75th anniversary, we at WWD Beauty Inc
decided to take the opportunity to assess
the impact Lauder has had on beauty —
and most importantly, analyze the key
factors that are shaping the future of its
business. What emerges is a picture of a
very modern company indeed, one willing
to continually evolve and transform to
meet the demands of today and anticipate
the needs of tomorrow. —Jenny B. Fine

22 FAST FORWARD

As the Estée Lauder Cos.
celebrates its 75th anniversary,
executives are honoring the past
with an eye firmly focused on the
future.

32 LEONARD A. LAUDER: A
VISIONARY REFLECTS

The business legend reminisces
about his storied career — and
why when it comes to products,
perfection is the standard not
the goal.
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36 INSIDE LAUDER’S
COMMITMENT TO COMPANY
CULTURE

Whether taking the steps
necessary to create a truly
diverse and inclusive company
or tackling the sustainability of
its supply chain, Lauder leads by
example.

40 KINDRED SPIRITS

Though it now numbers over
48,000 employees, the Estée
Lauder Cos. is still guided by
the family values that led to its
creation.

LAUDER
75
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Estée Lauder’s Estoderm YouthDew Bath Oil launched at Neiman
Marcus in Dallas in 1953 and
sold for $6.50. A favorite trick
of Estée Lauder, who frequently
traveled by train, involved
hanging wrinkled clothing over
a hot bath scented with a few
drops of Youth-Dew, to steam out
the wrinkles and fragrance them
at the same time. The product,
now called Youth-Dew Bath Oil, is
still a staple of the brand.

42 THE ESTÉE LAUDER COS.
THROUGH AN INTERNATIONAL
LENS

The group’s expansion outside of
the U.S. has played a key role in
its explosive growth over the past
five decades.

46 POWERING RELEVANCE
THROUGH INNOVATION

From mining data to creating
deep digital connections to the
latest in product development,
how the company stays on the
cutting-edge of beauty.

48 GIVING VOICE TO VALUES

By pairing rising leaders with
seasoned execs through reverse
mentorship, Lauder makes sure
all generations have their voices
heard.

50 AERIN ON ESTÉE

The entrepreneur reflects on
lessons learned — and a life
well lived — from her famous
grandmother.

Photograph by SARAH HOPP

A STORE LIKE NO OTHER
CELEBRATES A BRAND LIKE NO OTHER

CONGRATULATIONS
on your

75 ANNIVERSARY,
TH

!
Grateful for our beautiful partnership throughout
the years and looking forward to all that comes next!

YOUR BLOOMINGDALE’S FAMILY

FAST FO
William P. Lauder
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RWARD
For the Estée Lauder Cos., success comes not from
keeping up with the pace of change — but leading it.
BY JENNY B. FINE PHOTOGRAPHS BY MARK MANN

Fabrizio Freda
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HE ESTÉE LAUDER
COS. may be celebrating
its 75th anniversary,
but executives are
using the opportunity
to look forward — far
into the future — rather
than back.
Coming off a year
like no other, both executive chairman William P.
Lauder and chief executive officer Fabrizio Freda
are laser-focused on positioning the company for
the next 75 years — not an easy feat in a landscape
that has been fundamentally transformed by a
global pandemic that caused seismic shifts in the
global sociocultural landscape.
Many businesses were forced to be reactive
rather than proactive, their survival depending on
defensively fending off threats rather than finding
the opportunity in challenge. Not Lauder.
“Every single time we have been faced with
challenging external circumstances, our company
has emerged a different, but better company as a
result,” said William Lauder. “We have taken the
challenges put in front of us to examine who we
are and what we need to be, so that we can survive
and thrive now and in the future.”
Lauder ticks off other disruptive periods when
the company was able to seize the moment and
create lasting change, like the department store
consolidation and bankruptcies of the mid to
late ‘80s that led the firm to create a brand with
its own freestanding stores (Origins) and then
jump on the digital bandwagon and create an
e-commerce division in the earliest days of the
internet back in the ‘90s.
“I use the term patient capital — we invest in
people, brands and markets over a long period of
time,” said Lauder. “That long-term patience has
allowed us to identify areas of growth very early
on, and we have the patience and the steam to
germinate and grow these seeds effectively.”
That philosophy is one reason why, on a recent
July afternoon, Freda had booked an hour out of
his schedule to meet virtually via Zoom with 170
of the company’s summer interns, thanking them
for their commitment to the company, sharing
his insights on Lauder’s strategic positioning and
dispensing lessons he’s learned along the way.
(“Beauty is not a zero-sum game. There’s space for
many good brands and companies to grow,” Freda
told the group. “In the last few years, we’ve been
growing market share in a very big way, but we
almost never try to take share from others.”)
When the CEO opened the floor to the interns,
questions, both personal and professional, started
pouring in from the chat.
“If you could go back to your 20-year-old self
and tell yourself some advice, what would it be?”
“What strategies do you utilize in order to
maintain an acquired brand’s individualism while
also ensuring that they align with the company’s
values and culture?”
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“What is the biggest challenge
you’ve had to overcome?”
Freda energetically answered
them, going over the time
allotted for the session before
apologetically heading to
his next meeting. While the
executive, who was briefly a
professor during graduate school
at the University of Naples, is
known for his love of teaching,
his mission on this day went
much deeper.
“Young people represent the
future of the business,” said
Freda. “Celebrating our 75th
anniversary now, coming after
such a difficult period, is a
moment to express gratitude
for the past and to create new
energy for the future….
“Having gratitude allows us to
determine what are the things
we need to preserve to create
more energy for the future. That
is an important concept, because
otherwise it is a celebration
without meaning,” he continued.
“I believe that in this postCOVID moment, it is important
to bring this energy together and
motivate people, to create a new
sense of positive energy for the
future. That is my goal.”
For Freda, the keys to business
survival include taking that longterm view, the willingness to
change when necessary and the
insight to know when not to, and
the agility to be able to act with
speed. “Basing your long-term
strategy on the past is becoming
Tracey Travis
less and less relevant, because
the amount of change is so high,”
he said. “Working on a vision and the ability to
anticipate the future by understanding analytics is
much more valuable than just basing your future
on what happened in the last couple of years. That
has been heavily confirmed during the pandemic.”
Executive group president Jane Hertzmark
Hudis was hired by the company right after grad
school, to work in the marketing department of
Prescriptives, and noted the propensity to evolve
has always been a key ethos. “Our company has
never been static,” she said. Being a learning
organization is part of who we are. We evolve and
we transform as we go.”
Under Freda, who became CEO in June 2009,
the firm has experienced a period of exceptional
growth, and is among the fastest-growing
companies globally in the consumer goods and
luxury sector. Lauder’s market capitalization grew
over 19x, from $6 billion when Freda assumed the

role to $115 billion as of June 30, 2021. Net sales
have more than doubled, from $7.3 billion in fiscal
year 2009 to an estimated $16 billion for fiscal
year 2021, as per the company’s public guidance.
Total shareholder return during Freda’s tenure is
2,133 percent, compared with 497 percent for the
S&P 500 during the same period.
While COVID-19 and the global wave of lockdowns
negatively impacted Lauder, as it did most
companies, Tracey Travis, executive vice president
and chief financial officer, noted that the enterprise
effectively navigated the rough terrain. “Between
our cost management programs and transformation
initiatives, recognizing we have built in the capacity
to continuously transform as the environment
transforms, allows us to stay one step ahead of
the changes that are happening in the beauty
environment externally,” she said. “We have the
agility to invest and the will to change — and that ➤
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the world a more beautiful place
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is important. Otherwise, in a very
fast-paced environment, you get
left behind.”
Despite the onerous
conditions of 2020 and the
uneven pace of recovery around
the world, Freda is bullish about
the continued opportunity
for the beauty category. “The
future is really bright — for
the industry and for the Estée
Lauder Cos.,” he said. “There
will be a continuous acceleration
of the positive things, the things
that are working today, as well
as so many new drivers, which
will either come back or have
been accelerated because of
what happened.”
In terms of categories, Freda
said makeup is coming back
and that high-end and artisanal
fragrances are “booming”
around the world. E-commerce,
now an established habit
for older consumers as well
as younger, will continue its
acceleration, and men are
starting to become more
interested in self care, as well,
leading to growth in the global
grooming market.
Geographically, China remains
a huge opportunity. Skin care
is already a well-established
category, with brands like Estée
Lauder and La Mer as market
leaders, and makeup and hair
care are steadily increasing,
Freda said. But it’s the sheer
size of the consumer base that
gets the executive most excited,
Jane Hertzmark Hudis
noting that 300 million people
are expected to enter the middle
class in China in the next several years, versus
30 million in Europe or America. “The growth of
the middle class is extraordinary,” he said, “and
their interest in high-quality products is also
extraordinary.”
The pace of infrastructure development also
bodes well for the company’s continued growth.
Currently, out of Lauder’s portfolio of 25 brands,
the Estée Lauder brand is the most distributed in
China in just over 130 cities. Yet there are over 600
cities where products are sold online, meaning
that as brick-and-mortar distribution expands, so,
too, will the business.
“Going from 130 cities to many more will take
years and bring years of growth,” said Freda. “This
consumer, in that time, will have the opportunity
to buy online, and that will also bring growth.
China is a unique market.”
Other areas of Asia, too, are buoyant said

BEING A LEARNING
ORGANIZATION IS
PART OF WHO WE ARE.
WE EVOLVE AND WE
TRANSFORM AS WE GO.”
JANE HERTZMARK HUDIS
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Travis, who noted that some emerging markets
are starting to show signs of potential despite
the adverse impact of the pandemic. “We’re
quite excited about the momentum of the
business in Southeast Asia, particularly Thailand
and Malaysia,” she said. “In EMEA, India and
Russia, the Middle East and Israel are more
sizable emerging markets where we’ve seen
strong momentum. In Latin America, we’re still
optimistic about Mexico and Brazil. There are a
number of countries we’re quite excited about
contributing a disproportionate amount from a
growth rate standpoint.”
Travel retail, one of the most buoyant segments
pre-pandemic, is not expected to regain its global
mojo until the middle of next year. While the
market in China, particularly Hainan, has been
very robust, international travel is still quite
constrained, and not expected to recover before
the middle of 2022 soonest.
The idea of change permeates every aspect of
the company, including the brand landscape. From
the very earliest days, Leonard A. Lauder had
the vision of creating a multibranded firm that
would encompass a wide spectrum of distribution
channels, demographics and categories.
Currently, the portfolio numbers 25 brands:
There are the global powerhouses Estée Lauder
and Clinique, launched 75 and 53 years ago
respectively; there are brands born in-house like
Origins and Tom Ford Beauty which have become
significant businesses, and there are brands that
have been acquired, like MAC and Jo Malone
London, which started small and have since
exploded. There are leaders in the luxe niche
fragrance segment like Frédéric Malle, Le Labo
and By Kilian; the darlings of the indie scene
including Too Faced, Bobbi Brown, Smashbox
and Glamglow, as well as La Mer, the skin care
heavyweight, and Aveda, the hair care company
that is a leader in sustainability and natural
formulations.
The most recent editions are Dr. Jart +, in which
Lauder invested in 2015 and acquired in 2019 and
Deciem, in which the company took a minority
stake in 2017 and assumed majority ownership
of this year. Both have become important
contributors to the portfolio, Travis said, adding
over $500 million in sales to date.
“We have a strong track record of developing
and scaling brands. Our model is about scaling
brands around the world,” said Freda. “Our
strength is the ability to develop each brand
while keeping each one very different, one from
the other.”
Most recently, Lauder has started participating
in more early-stage investments, leading $3
million in seed funding raised by the men’s
grooming brand, Faculty, for example.
“With all of the innovation that is happening
across the globe, we see the opportunity to invest
in smaller brands that may not be as proven yet,”
said Travis. ➤
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John Demsey

“We want to incubate brands with the best
founders around the world,” said Freda. “We’re
looking in China, India, the U.S., everywhere. The
combination of our ability to develop and scale
our own brands combined with a more traditional
M&A strategy combined with more incubation
capabilities in the early stages makes our portfolio
and portfolio management better, balanced and
stronger than it’s ever been.”
John Demsey, executive group president, has
overseen many of the acquisitions, including the
very first, MAC Cosmetics. Created in Canada in
1984, Lauder a stake in the brand in 1994 and took
ownership in 1998, when sales were $70 million.
It is now 20 times that size. Demsey notes that
incoming brands have had a far greater impact
than just adding to the bottom line, though.
“The company has fundamentally changed and
transformed itself on each and every activity, in
terms of the learnings and business savvy,” he
said. “Our ability to do that, to use these strategic
acquisitions and additions in terms of changing
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the mindset of the
company and learning
how to do things in
new and exciting ways
is unique. It’s a very
special recipe.”
Across all brands,
large or small, hero
products have become
key drivers, often
garnering repeat
purchase rates of 35 to
50 percent. The company
has a disproportionate
number of such products
across all brands.
“They absolutely can
be created,” said Hudis.
“How do they get created? That’s the secret sauce.
But they have to be incredible formulas where
consumers can see a perceptible difference, and
that difference is so obvious that it creates its own
appetite for more of the same.”
Lauder has become adept at identifying the
prevailing sociocultural forces that impact
innovation, whether from a product development
or marketing point of view, a tenet that goes back
to the days of Estée Lauder herself.
“The family always understood the importance
of culture in terms of what it represented in the
aspiration of people,” said Demsey. “If you want to
be in it to win it, you need to understand where
the eyeballs are and where the influence is.
“While all of this disruption and the changing
way we consume media or learn about things is
a bit scary for those of us who are used to the old
paradigm, it is also really liberating and exciting
if you look at the world of possibility in terms of
how to connect and find and see and learn things,”
he continued.

Indeed, Hudis noted that perhaps one of the
most fundamental changes at the company has
been in how brands talk to consumers. “We are
not just a product company,” she said. “We are a
media company, too, with creativity at the core.”
Coming out of the pandemic, both executives
believe that lasting changes in consumer behavior
— the acceleration of digital, the rise of self care,
the appetite for beauty — have created new
dynamics that will propel the business forward.
“Beauty and the desire for continuous self
improvement is a universal aspiration that stands
the test of time,” said Demsey. “As the world starts
to emerge, I don’t think that we forget what just
happened. Values and principals matter even more
and the qualities of your personal relationship,
how you feel about your employer, your job, your
relationships — there’s been a reprioritizing of
what’s important.
“The thing about the new world order is it
gives you an opportunity to reconsider things
in a different way,” he continued. “I see the
sparks of incredible creativity and the desire to
put it out there in a profound way. I believe our
company attracts people who love the pursuit
of doing that, who love creativity and have that
passion for work.”
And in the end, it’s the people who will ensure
the Estée Lauder Cos. not just survives — but
thrives — for another 75 years and counting. “Our
most important value is we are consumer-centric,
but COVID has taught us that we are not just
consumer-centric, we are people-centric,” said
Freda. “We have seen the human being behind
our consumer. We have seen the talent behind our
employees, the courage behind our shareholders.
It is about seeing the people, not just the business.
That for me is the center of the celebration and
why I believe the future can be as bright, if not
more so, than our brilliant past.” ■
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LEONARD A. LAUDER:
A Visionary Ref lects

“From Day One, we were all a team and one extended family.
I never look at the people who work for me as employees.”
BY JENNY B. FINE

LEONARD A. LAUDER, the patriarch of
the Lauder family whose vision propelled the
company from a single brand into the most
dominant player in prestige beauty, could
be excused for taking a step back from the
business. But the octogenarian shows no
signs of slowing down, remaining as in touch,
engaged and passionate about beauty as ever,
despite being grounded by the pandemic. As the
company celebrates its 75 anniversary, we asked
Lauder to reflect on the legacy he’s built and the
impact he’s had on so many.
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One of your most famous sayings is if
you can’t see the future you can’t get there.
How did your vision of the company
evolve from the early days?
LEONARD A. LAUDER: When I first joined Estée Lauder
in 1958, I had the same idea then that I have now.
I wanted to be multibranded and multinational.
My example of multibranded was General Motors.
They had a brand for every price and lifestyle.
At the time, the cosmetics industry was totally
different. Revlon was Revlon, Helena Rubinstein
was Helena Rubinstein and Elizabeth Arden was

Elizabeth Arden. I wanted to turn the model
upside down and have a multibranded company.
Believe it or not — it still is my vision. Yes,
COVID-19 has changed lots of things, but the view
of tomorrow still stays with me.
How do you keep your finger on the
pulse of tomorrow?
LAL: Anyone who says they can have their finger
on the pulse of tomorrow for life is wrong. The
challenge is to keep up every day. You have to read
and you have to travel. You have to see what ➤
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Leonard A. Lauder
with Clinique beauty
advisers during a
store visit.

What’s the best way to point
out when someone else is
making a mistake?
LAL: When I’ve tried to talk to
someone who makes a mistake,
often they’ll say, ‘let me make
my own mistakes,’ and they are
not wrong about that. On the
other hand, I use mistakes as a
teaching moment. I sometimes
open my mouth and it falls on
empty ears, but I say it anyway.
I don’t want to take someone’s
sense of self assurance and
respect away from them. It has
to be conveyed very thoughtfully
and done very carefully. Often
I’ll approach it by saying, ‘I
made this mistake several years ago, boy was
I embarrassed by it.’ It is basically the same
mistake they made, but I don’t say it was you. We
learn from our mistakes and, today many people
are so risk adverse that they sometimes miss the
opportunity of learning from themselves.
That’s life.

Leonard A.
Lauder at a
Bloomingdales
store opening.

is going on in the word. I always had the skill of
seeing smaller things. You have to keep up to date,
and know what to see and not to see. You have to
pick up little ideas out of nowhere.
So you had the vision from the beginning —
but did you ever have doubt?
LAL: I never had doubts. I was always prudent
and cautious. That I was. But I never had doubts
about what I had to do. I was never afraid to
take a chance. I am not afraid of losing money,
but what I am afraid of is doing the wrong thing.
There is a very old definition of the difference
between a manager and a leader. A manager does
things right. A leader does the right thing. The
question I would ask myself is am I doing the
right thing? I never wanted to be embarrassed by
doing the wrong thing for which I should have
known better.
How did you deal with setbacks?
LAL:: Setbacks are a way of life. If you don’t have
any setbacks, you haven’t learned or experienced
anything. I consider setbacks a learning process
along the way. I give a course called Brand Equity
and have a morning session called Leonard Lauder’s
chamber of horrors. They are mistakes I made — you
can learn more from mistakes than successes.
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What’s the gutsiest thing you’ve done?
LAL: Two things. One — getting married to Evelyn
Hausner. I thought I would live a single life, but
oh my God, I had to marry her! Don’t get me
wrong — I had to marry her because I loved her
so much. We were in Palm Beach when I proposed
to her and we took the train back to New York.
Evelyn asked me quite innocently — do we have
any money? The answer was — no. I wasn’t lying,
because I had no money. But growing up without
money and making it and sharing it with other
people is probably the greatest thing that ever
happened to me. When you start off poor and
make money — boy, are you a lucky guy.
Marrying my wife Judy was not a leap of faith.
When I asked her to marry me, she didn’t really
know whether I was serious or not. About a month
before, my picture had been in the N.Y. Post,
calling me the bachelor of the year. She thought
I was a player. I am the most un-player of all the
players of the world. My wife Judy has been one of
the greatest things that happened to me in my life
and then some.
Clearly so much has changed in the last 75
years — but what has stayed the same? What
are the threads that have run throughout that
have enabled the company to thrive for
seven decades and counting?
LAL: First, our love and respect for the people
who work with us. From Day One, we were all a
team and one extended family. I never look at the
people who work with us as employees. I look at
them as members of my extended family. That
remains the same.
Number two — quality counts. Never forget
quality. Don’t try to chisel, don’t try to do it on the

cheap. If you can’t do a great product, don’t do
it. if you launch a product and think maybe you
shouldn’t have done it — pull it off the market. You
can spend your lifetime building your reputation
and you can lose your reputation in 10 minutes.
Your products have to be right on, all the time. If
you have the eye of the owner, you have to make
sure the products are right all of the time. There
is no room for mistakes. You can make a mistake
while you are learning to dance — which I always
do — but you can’t make a mistake when making a
product for people to use. Not allowed.
In my brand equity sessions, I give out a Lucite
plaque that I want everyone to keep on their desk.
It says on it “Good Enough,” and there is a slash
through it. You have to be the best — not good
enough. Good enough doesn’t work for me.
Did you ever have a desire to try a business
other than beauty?
LAL: When I was in the Navy, I fantasized for about
15 minutes about staying in. I loved serving my
nation, but I knew that my creativity would run
into trouble because everything was done by the
book. I couldn’t wait to get into the business. From
Day One, I was happy.
Last year, you published your book which has
become a top seller. What books have most
influenced you?
LAL: I read a lot — if I rattled off all of my favorites,
we would be here from now till tomorrow. But one
that stands out is [“In All His Glory”], a biography
of Bill Paley, the founder of CBS. He was a brilliant
man, an extremely creative guy. After he died,
CBS was bought by someone else and this book
ends with the following sentence — “and then CBS
became just another company with dirty carpets.”
That phrase really struck home — because when
you create a company that is unique and powerful
and so unusual and so quality-driven, you cannot
imagine it falling down into the pits. Bill Paley
was someone who created a great company and
when he passed away, so did his company and
that is sad to me.
As you reflect on 75 years and all you have
accomplished — what do you think your
biggest impact on the industry has been?
LAL: People say — modesty unbecomes me. There
is one thing I want to say I’m proud of — I truly
believe I created the modern beauty industry.
That is hard for me to say, but when I joined
Estée Lauder, Elizabeth Arden was Arden, Helena
Rubinstein was Rubinstein, Revlon was Revlon.
Everyone was a single brand operating in a single
way. I bought a portfolio of companies, each
one of which has started a different aspect of
the cosmetics industry. I believe that all of the
acquisitions you see today and the indies that want
to be acquired stem from our first acquisition of
MAC — that one acquisition changed our company
and indeed changed the beauty industry. ■

“You ask my age?
I tell you it simply
doesn’t matter.”
— ESTÉE LAUDER

Age does not define us. Milestones do.
Congratulations to
The Estée Lauder Companies
celebrating 75 incredible, indelible & innovative years.

LAUDER
INSIDE LAUDER’S
COMMITMENT TO
Company Culture
Key priorities are racial and gender
equity and sustainability.
BY ALEXA TIETJEN

THE ESTÉE LAUDER COS. is investing
significantly in company culture.
Much change is underway in terms of social and
environmental impact, with equity, in terms of race
and gender, and sustainability as top priorities.
Nancy Mahon, senior vice president, global
corporate citizenship and sustainability, said
the aforementioned priorities stem from what
is deemed most important to the company’s
stakeholders, who she identified as “employees,
consumers, investors, as well as the communities
where we live, work and source.”
“The areas they feel are the most important
are, one, making a positive social impact in the
world, but also ensuring that we make a positive
environmental impact,” Mahon said.
Marilu Marshall, senior vice president, executive
management and chief inclusion, diversity and
equity officer, said the focus on inclusivity, diversity
and equity, in that order, isn’t “a new thing.”
“It’s not something that we just started doing
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because it’s politically correct or because we had
a PR mishap. It’s something that is a focal point
and has been for quite some time,” said Marshall,
who became Lauder’s first chief diversity officer
in 2005.
Last summer, after releasing statistics
illustrating the racial makeup of its employee
base, Lauder publicly committed to hiring more
Black employees across all levels of its business
over the next five years in an attempt to reach
U.S. population parity of 13 percent. In March
of this year, Lauder established an Equity and
Engagement Center of Excellence, led by Nicole
Monson, senior vice president, equity and
engagement.
One of the Center’s first orders of business was
establishing a mentorship-sponsorship program
called From Every Chair. “The program invited all
executive-director-level-and-below Black employees
to apply to be matched with senior-level employees
for mentorship and sponsorship,” Monson said.
“It’s helping our employees, but it’s also helping our
leaders become a bit more empathetic and invested
in the Black talent that we have.”
Monson is helping Lauder evolve its recruitment
strategy, too. The company, which has recruited
from historically Black colleges and universities for

From the left: Nancy
Mahon, Nicole Monson
and Drew Elliott

years, recently established a partnership
with Howard University meant to “build a
pipeline and recruit alumni to be interested in
the beauty space,” Monson said.
“The program entails some experiential learning,
there are focus groups and town halls and things
like that that we’ve been doing to introduce
this population to Estée Lauder and the beauty
industry,” she said.
Lauder has also strengthened existing
partnerships with the Executive Leadership Council
and the National Black MBA Association. As of June
2021, 9.2 percent of new positions at Lauder have
been filled by Black candidates — a 3 percent yearover-year increase.
Coupled with recruitment efforts is Lauder’s
focus on retention — specifically, creating an
environment that supports and creates growth
avenues for Black talent.
“Involved in that is being able to have
conversations with managers, leaders about career
goals and aspirations, and then making sure that
we are creating the right kinds of processes to
ensure that it gets actioned,” Monson said.
As part of the From Every Chair program, Lauder
assembled a council that asked each sponsee about
their career goals in order to match them “where
there are actually opportunities,” Monson said.
“We’re trying to be deliberate and intentional
in a way that, quite frankly, I don’t think we were
before, and requiring leaders to give real feedback
and manage expectations of employees in terms of
opportunities that are available,” she said.
Lauder’s efforts extend beyond its walls, as
well. The company has hired someone to focus
specifically on increasing supplier ➤
Portraits by MARK MANN
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Sara Moss

diversity — an effort that has already seen results.
“As of Q3, we had purchased in excess of $175
million in goods and services from small and
diverse-owned suppliers,” Monson said.
Lauder employees have made more than 4,000
donations to racial equity nonprofits through the
company’s Good Work Program. Those donations
have amounted to about $3 million, including
company matches, according to Monson.
About 94 percent of Lauder’s corporate and field
U.S. employees have completed its unconscious
bias training. The workshop originally launched
in the U.S. five years ago as an optional course. It
has since become mandatory and has launched
internationally in the U.K.
“We’ve implemented a tool, called Inclusive
Leadership Behaviors, and a structured interview
guide to help with the learning and eliminate
unconscious bias in our processes,” Monson
said, adding that there are 35 global workshops
specifically focused on race and microaggressions.
Lauder typically hosts an in-person ID&E week,
which became a virtual event this year due to
COVID-19. More than 7,500 employees from 60
countries participated this year, with each region
producing its own event.
“That would have never happened if we were
doing things in person,” said Marshall. “The racial
equity commitments that we entered into last
June have become very much a part of all of our
programming, as well as the focus for the new
Equity and Engagement Center of Excellence.”
In June, MAC Cosmetics shared an update
regarding the racial makeup of its employee base
with the Pull Up For Change campaign. The most
notable changes were the increase in the number
of Black employees at the director-level and above
from 4.5 percent to 7.1 percent, and the increase in
the number of Black employees at vice presidentlevel and above from 3.1 percent to 8.7 percent.
“In a year, it’s quite a change,” said Drew Elliott,
global creative director, MAC Cosmetics. “Our goal
inside of advancing our Black leaders is to bring on
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the right talent, and to
be transparent.”
MAC has committed
$250,000 in donations
to nonprofits fighting
for racial justice and
inclusivity. MAC’s
Black makeup artists
formed the Melanin
Beauty Collective,
whose goal is to
“make sure that young
makeup artists or
young talent have a
place where they feel
they’re represented,”
Elliott said.
As creative
Marilu Marshall
director, Elliott has
committed to taking “a
much closer look at who is behind the scenes”
of MAC’s creative campaigns. “Making sure we
had representation, not just in our hair stylists
or makeup artists, but any of the agencies, any
of the crew, to make sure that we were including
Black voices and talent,” he said.
He has been consulting June Ambrose, an awardwinning stylist who is responsible for some of
popular culture’s most celebrated fashion moments,
in a “creative adviser” capacity, he said.
“Having [Ambrose] bring to life the things that
we can and should do, has been extremely helpful
for me and our teams to start digging into how do
we not just do what’s expected, but how do we take
it beyond that,” Elliott said.
MAC continues to expand the shade range
of its Studio Fix pillar, which currently counts
68 shades.
Simultaneously, progress is being made in terms
of gender equity at all levels of the company.
Sara Moss, vice chairman, has been leading the
efforts in crafting a women’s advancement gender
equality strategy, which the company introduced for
the first time this year.
“What it means for us is ensuring that women
in our company have equal access to leadership
positions, that they’re developed as leaders,” Moss

IT SHOULDN’T BE
VERTICAL. SUSTAINABLE
PRACTICE REALLY IS
PART OF THE COST OF
BUSINESS.”
NANCY MAHON

said. “We have women in positions of leadership
— more than parity — all the way up through vice
presidents. We’re close to parity throughout the
company. On our board, we’re one away.”
Some of Lauder’s partners in supporting gender
equity are The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation;
Karlie Kloss’ Kode With Klossy camp; and the
United Nations, whom Lauder joined in July for the
Generation Equality Forum in Paris.
Lauder has committed $5 million to global efforts
that support women and girls’ education. It has
also expanded its child care and elder care support
for employees in light of the pandemic, which has
disproportionately impacted women.
“Flexible work arrangements and a recognition of
the additional burdens that women have had and
will have going forward is built into our back-towork program,” Moss said.
Inspired by training she received as a young
lawyer, Moss spearheaded Lauder’s Open Doors
Program, a one-week training meant to develop
leadership skills in women. It was originally slated
to launch in-person in July 2020, but was remade
for online when the pandemic hit.
“We launched the pilot in July of 2020 with 20
women from the global supply chain at the directorlevel — high-performing, high-potential women,”
Moss said. “[There are] individual coaching
exercises, small groups, great outside facilitators.
Fabrizio [Freda], William [Lauder] came.”
One year later, more than half of the women
who participated have been promoted or taken
on stretch assignments, Moss said. She is
now preparing to scale the program with an
interactive collection of online courses called The
Open Doors Collection.
Last but not least are Lauder’s sustainability
efforts. The conglomerate committed in 2017 to
ensuring all of its electricity would come from
renewable energy. It also said that by 2020, it would
achieve a net zero usage of green energy.
“About half of our electrical footprint is actually
in the United States,” Mahon said.
Lauder has been investing in on-site solar
energy for brands such as Aveda. It is also
focused on creating sustainable products,
creating scorecards for all of its brands’
hero products “for everything from how the
ingredients are sourced to the packaging itself.”
“We’ve spent a lot of time focusing on responsible
sourcing, which is how the ingredients are sourced
from the communities where they grow, or
harvested so that those communities thrive, as well
as that the ingredients are regenerative.”
Lauder is ultimately focused on ensuring
sustainability is “horizontally integrated into every
aspect of the business,” Mahon said.
“It shouldn’t be a vertical in a company,” she said.
“Sustainable practice really is part of the cost of
business, it’s part of the business team and it’s part
of the cost of goods. It’s not as if sustainability is an
extra cost. It is a piece of the product value as we
move forward.” ■
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Estée Lauder with
her sons Ronald and
Leonard in 1972.

KINDRED
Spirits
From the power of intuition to the importance
of philanthropy, the Lauder’s family values
continue to inform every aspect of the company
that bears its name.
BY JENNY B. FINE
ALTHOUGH IT’S BEEN A PUBLIC company
since 1995, the Estée Lauder Cos. still bears the
strong imprint of the founding family.
Chairman emeritus Leonard A. Lauder is as
engaged as ever in the ins and outs of the company
and the industry overall; Ronald S. Lauder serves
as chairman of Clinique Laboratories; William P.
Lauder is executive chairman of the board; Aerin
Lauder is the founder and creative director of Aerin
and the style and image director for the Estée
Lauder brand, and Jane Lauder is executive vice
president, enterprise marketing and chief data
officer for the company overall
“We are focused on family values, the very
highest level of performance with the consumer
at the core,” said Jane Hertzmark Hudis, executive
group president. “Family values is about the
continuity of the Lauder family through the
generations. The idea of relationships and treating
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such a powerful woman and
you felt it,” said Hudis. “She
led by example, by not only
creating great products, but
@
by standing in the stores
and serving women herself
— customer by customer,
treating them with dignity
and respect.”
Estée Lauder was also fiercely committed
to quality and was famous for her instinctual
understanding of what women want. “She tinkered
and tinkered and tinkered to the last second —
whether refining a juice or changing a package. It
had to be the best,” said Hudis.
“There is something to a woman’s instinct,”
she continued. “In this business, it is incredibly
powerful. Mrs. Estée Lauder was very inspiring in
that way because she knew what was right.”
The stories about Mrs. Estée Lauder are
legendary. Demsey recalled a meeting with
Bloomingdale’s to talk about a proposed spa in
the 59th Street flagship. “Leonard brought Estée
and everybody was in shock, because Estée was
immovable if she didn’t get what she wanted. She
had incredible drive and stamina,” he said.
With Estée in the room, everyone knew that
resistance on the part of Bloomingdale’s would
be futile. “[Bloomingdale’s executive] Mike
Blumenfeld looked at Leonard and said, ‘This is
unfair. If I had known you were bringing your
mother, I would have brought mine!’
“That to me says everything,” said Demsey.
The Lauder family’s influence extends beyond
business. As their wealth grew, so
has their commitment to giving
back, both as a family and as a
Lauder.
business. Evelyn H. Lauder, the late
Estée and Joseph
wife of Leonard, founded the Breast
Cancer Research Foundation and the
company’s Breast Cancer Campaign
has to date raised almost $100 million
William P. Lauder
for breast cancer research. MAC’s Viva
often speaks of the robust
Glam has raised over $500 million
business discussions that
since its inception to support HIV/
would happen around the
AIDS awareness and research, while
family dinner table while
the
Estée Lauder Cos. Charitable
growing up.
Estée Lauder in the
1970s.
Foundation Girl’s Education Initiative
That dynamic continues
provides funds and resources to
today. “We are forever
support educational programs in more
sharing stories and memories with the next
than 13 countries.
generation at the dinner table and family
“We have been a very generous family from a
gatherings,” said Ronald Lauder.
philanthropic standpoint, and that is a value that’s
“You don’t take a job at Estée Lauder — you join
imprinted on our company in so many ways,”
Estée Lauder,” said John Demsey, executive group
said William P. Lauder, noting that many of the
president. “Leonard likes to say that once there is
brands have important initiatives as well. “That is
blue in your blood it is blue forever. Of course — we
a meaningful point of inflection for our company
are not related. We’re not in the will. Yet somehow
— we are not just here to sell lipstick. We help raise
we feel completely immersed as members of a
money for things that are important.
broader family. There is a kindness and respect for
“That value system is such a key part of who
hard work that is really appreciated.”
we are and what our DNA is,” Lauder said, “and I
Hudis, who worked with Estée Lauder early in
certainly hope that in the next 75 years we never
her career, notes that the values embodied by the
lose that.” ■
founder are still very much in play today. “She was
others with respect is so much of
what we’re about.”
While each family member
plays a different role, common
threads run throughout. “Each
successive family member has
brought their own vision and
style to the company,” said
Ronald S. Lauder. “Ahead of her
time in every way, my mother
Estée defied conventions and set
the tone for the family business.
She and my father Joseph always
reinforced following a passion
and instilled a persistent work
ethic that was passed down to
their sons and grandchildren.”
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investment in people.”
The company’s
international strategy kept
evolving from there. New
@
markets were entered. In
1973, business contacts were
started up in the then-Soviet
Union, where Estée Lauder
products became available in hard-currency shops.
In 1989, the group opened its first freestanding
shop in Budapest and an Estée Lauder perfumery
in Moscow. Four years later, came an Estée Lauder
Perfumery in Warsaw.
Also in 1993, the group entered China with
corners for the Estée Lauder and Clinique brands
at the Isetan Department Store in Shanghai. That
helped set the expansion in the country — and
elsewhere in Asia — in motion.
Another way to expand reach abroad was by
investing in and acquiring beauty brands outside
of the U.S. That started with the firm taking a
minority stake in Canada-based MAC Cosmetics
in 1994, followed by a full-out acquisition of the
makeup brand in 1998, and the purchase of Jo
Malone London in 1999.
The group then kept snapping up brands
abroad. In the first decade of the 2000s, the
company acquired Darphin in France and took a
minority stake in Forest Essentials in India.
Another prong in Lauder’s international
expansion was its establishment of regional
innovation centers in Asia and Europe to work
in tandem with the company’s research and
development team in North America. That way,
innovation processes could be put in action in
a specific market to create the most relevant
product to that place.
“We transformed the company from this kind
of export mentality to an integrative globalized
company, where innovation can come from
anywhere, and [there’s] a lot more local relevance,”
said Prouvé. So the idea was to target what’s best in
a market and then bring it to the rest of the world.
“The whole international expansion took a
different turn,” said Prouvé, explaining it became
about establishing the right capabilities around the
world, in all regions. That included decentralizing
processes and making sure products were relevant
in the geographies, building capabilities, and
expanding and optimizing the portfolio.
The Estée Lauder Cos.’ geographic mix evolved
rapidly, and it’s already been more than 15 years
since the business abroad became larger than at
home for the group.
In its fiscal year 2020, the Americas represented
26 percent of total net sales; Europe, the Middle
East and Africa, 44 percent, and the Asia-Pacific
region, 30 percent.
“Our heritage market is the U.K.,” said Prouvé.
“We were the first really big international company
to step foot in the U.K. and expand and invest in
our structure.”
Today, Lauder is the largest prestige beauty ➤
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Leonard A. Lauder and Jeanette Wagner at a counter in China.

THE ESTÉE LAUDER COS.
Through an International Lens
The group’s expansion outside of
the U.S. has played a key role in its
growth strategy.
BY JENNIFER WEIL

INTERNATIONAL EXPANSION has long been
a central facet of the Estée Lauder Cos.’ strategy. It
began in 1960, 14 years after the company’s birth,
and remains a key component today.
“The international ethos really deserves to be
credited to Leonard,” said Cedric Prouvé, group
president, international, referring to Leonard A.
Lauder, now the company’s chairman emeritus.
Prouvé, who has held that role since the end of
2002 and been with the company for almost 30
years, described Lauder’s overseas evolution as
having had numerous phases. The group began as
a small, New York-based entrepreneurial company
that expanded throughout the U.S. and morphed
into a large American cosmetics player exporting
to the rest of the world.
Its first step abroad came in 1960, when the
Estée Lauder brand launched in Holt Renfrew in
Toronto. Very soon thereafter it went into Harrods
in London, which Prouvé described as “the first
beachhead to Europe,” with a huge draw for local
and international clients. There was a foray into
Puerto Rico, too.
“When Leonard went international, he had a
lot of patience,” said Prouvé. “His goal was not to
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generate the biggest business necessarily. At the
beginning, he was really working toward enhancing
the reputation, prestige and equity of the brand.”
Crucial to that was securing the best in-store
location. “Leonard was very passionate very early
on about location, location, location,” said Prouvé.
“So he had to fight other competitors. You wanted
to be in the nerve center of the store, to be seen
and to shine.
“That’s a mindset we still keep, even when we
go online. It’s all about visibility, location and
awareness first,” he continued.
The 1960s saw other international pushes for
the group: in Sweden, Hong Kong, Australia,
France and Japan — all by the year 1968.
“He was picking places that would enhance
the awareness and international visibility of the
brand,” said Prouvé, adding: “Leonard didn’t
choose the easy path.”
That’s to say, the executive eschewed hiring a
distributor or a representative in those countries.
Instead, Lauder signed on people he trusted to
take care of the brand and build up its worldwide
reputation. This strategy, in turn, created staying
power: Many of those people remained with
the group for decades. Peter Kurtz, for instance,
remained with the Estée Lauder Cos. in Austria
for more than 35 years.
“It was an investment in people and in local
entities — in the local retailers and local consumers.
It was an interesting way to go international,”
said Prouvé. “One of the keys to our success is this
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Selfridges
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early 1970s.

player in that country. Harrods remains the heritage
retailer there, and it’s now carrying practically every
brand the Estée Lauder Cos. retails in the U.K.
China is an important, fast-growing market
for the group, which opened an affiliate in the
mainland in 2002.
“It was a tiny business,” recalled Prouvé.
Fast-forward less than two decades, and in fiscalyear 2020, the company’s net sales in mainland
China, including those from travel retail there,
generated about 24 percent of the Estée Lauder
Cos.’ consolidated net sales. To give a sense of the
rapidity of growth: That compares to approximately
17 percent in fiscal 2019 and about 13 percent in
fiscal 2018.
“I remember we went through the first $100
million, $500 million and now today it’s a
multibillion-dollar business,” said Prouvé. “China
has grown super, super fast.”
The executive has instigated numerous strategies
while building the company’s international activity.
For one, Prouvé shifted away from having regional
presidents, who were like free electrons, traveling
from country to country to manage employees.
“What we’ve done since then is build regional
platforms with talent and services and capabilities
that can service our affiliates,” he said. “Our
affiliates are focused on giving us consumer
insights and executing with excellence.
“The second thing I really focused on was
emerging markets,” Prouvé continued.
India and Brazil were two major ones he opened.
An editor tipped him off that India was ready
for a brand like MAC.
“Everybody was cautioning us about going to
India, [saying] it’s very difficult to do business
[there], you have to be patient and take a distributor,”
he said. “One of the first decisions we made was no
distributor. We went our own way with our own
retail stores.”
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WHAT WE’RE FOCUSING
ON INCREASINGLY IS THE
EMERGING MIDDLE CLASS
AROUND THE WORLD.
THAT IS GOING TO BE THE
FUTURE GROWTH OF
THE COMPANY.”
Cedric Prouvé
The brand’s first door opened in the Mumbai
suburb of Jehu. “MAC took off like a rocket,” said
Prouvé. “We had 500 people in front of the store at
8 o’clock in the morning. We were stunned.
“To this day, MAC is a love brand in India,”
continued Prouvé. “Brazil was very similar.”
International expansion continues apace. The
Estée Lauder brand launched this year in Brazil,
the last major market in Latin America where it
was not yet present, exclusively with Sephora.
“It really starts with the consumer,” Prouvé said
of the strategy overall. Those consumers differ
in terms of cultural preferences. The consumer
in China, for instance, has the most aspirational
mindset brand-wise. So the brands that have
always done best there are the most luxurious.
“The first task is looking at the road map for
all of our brands,” said Prouvé. “Then we look at
which categories dominate the market in terms of
consumption.”
In the early years in China, 90 percent or more

of the business came from skin care, then makeup
gained a lot of traction. At first in India and
Brazil, the focus was on makeup, and Europe was
primarily a fragrance market.
Big shifts have taken place since. “We actually
see fragrance and luxury fragrance doing really
well in China. We just launched Frédéric Malle and
Killian in China this year, and the early results are
super encouraging,” said Prouvé.
The third big criterion for international
expansion is securing the right distribution,
and whether it can create the proper awareness,
desirability and experience.
“One factor that’s really helping us right now in
emerging markets is online,” said Prouvé. “Online
is a game changer.”
That’s because it brings full consumer coverage.
“Opening physical distribution city by city — in the
biggest tier cities first, then the midtier cities and
the low-tier cities takes a lot of time, capital and
investment, etcetera,” he said. “Online gives you
access to everything.”
In India, the Estée Lauder Cos. began working
with Nykaa, which is the country’s largest
omnichannel beauty destination. “We started
reaching consumers in 950 cities,” said Prouvé.
Another big piece of being a globally integrated
company is the travel-retail channel, which for the
Estée Lauder Cos. spans more than 100 countries
and territories worldwide. The group claims to
be the leader in travel retail, which represents
approximately 25 percent of its overall sales.
“The way we expand in emerging markets is
thinking not just about the business we’re going to
do in these countries, but also the business we’re
going to do with our consumers when they travel,”
said Prouvé.
For example, when Russia’s economy does well
and travel is fluid, the Russian corridor includes
locales such as Paris, Dubai and Turkey. “So we’re
looking at all that, and this is what’s driving our
investment into new markets,” said Prouvé.
Key emerging markets include Russia, the Middle
East, Mexico, Turkey and South Africa. “What we’re
focusing on increasingly is the emerging middle
class around the world,” said Prouvé. “That is going
to be the future growth of the company.”
He called the group’s expansion abroad “a
really fascinating journey” and his time at the
company a privilege. Prouvé lauded the Lauder
family’s attitude toward internationalization and
investments, which William P. Lauder, executive
chairman of the company, calls “patient capital.”
“Even though we’re a publicly listed company,
we behave like a luxury company,” said Prouvé.
“We’re not going to sacrifice the long-term
health of our brands and our organization for
the quarter. So first and foremost for us is this
idea of sustainability, values and long-term
thinking. I think that’s why we’ve been around
for 75 years.
“Leonard always told me that his dream is that
we’ll still be around 75 years from now,” he said. ■

Congratulations to
The Estée Lauder Companies on your
75th Anniversary
We’re looking forward to celebrating many more
years of beauty and your bold, inspirational legacy.

Leonard A. Lauder and Jeanette Wagner at a counter in China.
MAC’s Queens Center store uses advanced
technology to deliver a personalized experience.

POWERING
RELEVANCE
Through
Innovation

The Estée Lauder Cos. combines
data, science and human connections
to keep up with the pace of change
in the beauty industry.
BY ALLISON COLLINS

EXECUTIVES AT THE ESTÉE LAUDER COS.
are quick to point out the company’s roots in “hightouch” services. They are well-versed in the history
of the company, in how its eponymous founder
would park herself at beauty counters to talk to
customers, or do market research for packaging
aesthetics in women’s bathrooms.
Seventy-five years later, they are tasked with
taking what historically would have been oneon-one interactions, and translating them to the
masses — all while keeping the products and
experiences feeling special.
These days, Jane Lauder, Estée’s granddaughter
and executive vice president of enterprise
marketing and chief data officer, finds herself
mining for “aspirational intelligence,” she said.
Think: Estée peering into bathrooms to feel
out the vibe and then translating it into vanityworthy packaging, but for 2021.
“Whether it’s going into women’s bathrooms,
that’s one data point, but there’s so many other
areas to understand what consumers are doing.
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How do we learn more about them?” Lauder said.
One answer is by combining online and offline
first-party customer data into a single-consumer
data platform.
“We now have this ability to really be able to look
at all of our consumers and gain insight into their
shopping behaviors, what they purchased and what
they’re using, and to combine all of that with thirdparty sources to really build out a picture of these
consumers,” Lauder said.
“Aspirational intelligence” comes from
connecting all of those dots to determine
insights, she added.
Those insights help the company not only
develop new products, but think about how to
market existing products in new contexts.
Lauder shared an example out of the U.K.,
where the team drew upon “mind-set moments”
to promote Advanced Night Repair. In November,
when people were in lockdown and Google
searches for relaxation started spiking, the team
saw an opportunity to talk about Zoom fatigue,
and came up with ways to talk about “ANR as a
way to prevent blue light fatigue,” Lauder said.
“When we created those relevant messages we saw
two times more sales than the control group. It’s
about listening and creating that relevance, seeing
what’s happening, what are people talking about,
what are they saying, and then connecting the
dots to many of our products and experiences that
we’re trying to deliver.”
During the coronavirus pandemic, the company
had to pivot away from in-store services toward
digital offerings, like artificial reality and
livestreaming. And while those offerings filled a
specific hole when phsyical stores were closed,
executives expect them to continue to play a role in
engaging shoppers going forward.
“Part of it is entertainment,” Lauder said.
With livestreaming in particular, the

commitment levels seen during the pandemic were
low. Shoppers weren’t looking there for one-on-one
services, but they were looking to learn more about
different products to see what might be right for
them, Lauder said. “Then you can dial in to have a
live virtual chat online or go into store. This helps
create that interest and engagement ahead of time
so people feel much more confident.”
It’s not just Gen Z’s whom Lauder is trying to
reach online, either. What the company terms the
“ageless consumer” has starting shopping online
(sometimes for the first time) during the pandemic,
and they embraced digital tools wholeheartedly.
“They were the ones who really embraced live
chat and video chat online. They wanted to get
that one-to-one experience. It’s opened up a whole
new world for them to be online and have both the
convenience and the discovery there,” Lauder said.
Digital tools have been available for a few years
to help consumers virtually try on multiple shades
of lipstick quickly, but more recently have been
adapted to be able to show the results of skin care
products over time with the Clinical Reality VTO
tool. “We said, ‘OK, how do we show you clinically
and really test that to show the results you could
see after a week, after a month, after three months.’
That’s where the magic of technology comes in, to
solve the pain points,” Lauder said.
Those visible results are crucial when it comes to
product development in skin care, said Janet Pardo,
senior vice president of product development
worldwide. Pardo said that today’s consumers are
not interested in “fluff” or “whimsical” claims.
“People want authenticity, they want
formulations that work,” Pardo said. “They want
products that make a difference to their skin,
that make them feel good about themselves, that
make somebody notice that there’s something
happening, and in order to do that, a lot of stuff
has to happen behind the curtain.”
One of those things is rigorous safety testing.
“There is a tremendous vetting process,” Pardo
said. “To get a raw material coded into our system
means it has to go through all that safety testing,
all that allergy testing, all that rigor, it could take
upwards of two years until we’re allowed to put it
in a formula.”
Pardo predicts “tried and true” skin care
ingredients like retinol, vitamin C and hyaluronic
acid will remain popular, so long as they are at
effective levels in formulations, and that products
don’t cause skin inflammation.
“If your skin is inflamed it takes all the energy
you have in your skin to quell that inflammation.
So it can’t repair,” Pardo said. “If you’re having
other issues like hyperpigmentation or acne or
severe dehydration or redness or any of these
concerns, your skin is redirected to quell the skin
inflammation, that’s the body’s defense mechanism.”
Lauder’s formulas are meant to be balanced
with the “gas and brake” of actives with soothing
ingredients, Pardo said. They are also made with
the skin microbiome in mind, which Pardo said
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more consumers are starting to pay attention to.
Mask-wearing and the accompanying skin irritation
has put the skin barrier front and center, and
Lauder is testing products to see if they can help
keep the skin barrier healthy, Pardo said.
In one recent test, Clinique Moisture Surge went
through a clinical test to determine if wearing the
moisturizer under a mask would help the skin
barrier, Pardo said. It did.
In makeup, the conversation is moving down
to the micro level, according to Sam Cheow,
senior vice president and global head of makeup
innovation, portfolio and product development.
“We’re really looking at makeup innovation
globally, not just the North America point of view,
and integrating what we see from Asia is very
important,” Cheow said. “For makeup, we need to
look at it from a portfolio perspective. It’s not just
on your foundation and your concealer — what are
the other subcategories that we need to focus on?”
That segmentation will go down to the level of
breaking down finishes for different products into
things like transparent glow, matte glow, velvet
glow, dewy glow and lacquer glow, Cheow said.
Beyond the streets, he looks to social media for
inspiration, and even has group channels set up
with other executives in the company, including

executive group presidents John Demsey and Jane
Hertzmark Hudis, he said. On TikTok, he started to
see people playing with blush again.
“That’s when we will communicate to the
organization, ‘get ready for blush, it’s definitely
coming,’” he said. “You start seeing all the launches
coming in or people taking the existing launches
and reanimating that.”
As people head back into work, they’ll need to
replenish old makeup, Cheow noted. Products
like Bobbi Brown’s eye pencils did well during the
pandemic as consumers hesitated to touch their
faces. Now that masks are coming off, lipstick is
coming out, too. “People don’t really care about
transfer proof now because masks are coming
off and it’s almost like the dopamine effect of
reapplying lipstick is something you wished for
for a long time,” Cheow said. MAC is targeting
these e-consumers with its satin lipstick and
liquid lip, Cheow added.
Consumers are interested in “moment-tomoment makeup,” Cheow said — meaning they
won’t be wearing those satin lips all the time.
“We’re seeing a very cyclical and multidimensional
process. Some days it will be a makeup-heavy day,
some days it will be makeup light, some days it’s
only a skin care day. The behavior of consumers
is shifting and that explains why
the collision and the blurring of
Jane Lauder
categories will continue to evolve,”
he said. “It’s now a makeup-ification
of skin care. We are now leveraging
skin care to propel makeup.”
The Ordinary, the powerhouse,
affordably priced brand of Lauder’s
latest acquisition Deciem, has also
been focusing more on its makeup
products in recent months. The
business rolled out foundation at
Ulta Beauty in 2020, and debuted
concealers earlier this year.
This year, the business is doubling
down on hair care, which until now
has been a fairly nascent category
at Deciem. HIF [Hair as Fiber]
relaunched in July with two vegan
conditioner options; and in late
2021, The Ordinary is expected to
launch a hair care line that focuses on
conditioning and scalp care.
The man behind those
innovations is Prudvi Kaka,
Deciem’s chief scientific officer.
He joined the company in 2014
and leverages his background
in biotechnology and industrial
microbiology to make products
across all of Deciem’s brands.
“Products under The Ordinary are
very minimalist and very ingredientfocused, as opposed to when we talk
about Niod it’s more about about skin
care for hypereducated [people],”
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Kaka said. With a vitamin
C product for The Ordinary,
for example, Kaka said he’d
focus on the easiest and
@
most effective way to bring
the ingredient to market in a
stable, safe and effective way.
For Niod, he said he would think, “what are some
biochemical pathways that are involved around
vitamin C and how can we elevate the functionality
of vitamin C,” he said.
Many of Kaka’s creations have gone on to become
cult classics, driving Deciem’s $460 million in
2020 sales. But he says there are a few less popular
formulations that he’s especially proud of, including
Niod’s Acid Precursor and The Ordinary Amino
Acid + B5.
Some of those popular products, including The
Ordinary’s Azelaic Acid 10% Suspension, Alpha
Arbutin 2% +HA and Salicylic Acid 2% Masque,
have just moved into larger packaging as part of
Deciem’s commitment to sustainability.
“One thing we’re trying to push on innovation
is that it’s not necessarily just new products,” said
Deciem chief executive officer Nicola Kilner, who
added that the business is in the process of trying
to become B Corp certified. “It’s making sure that
innovation is there where it’s needed and that
we never get into a place of innovating just for
the sake of it. But actually how do we innovate
across different areas, whether that’s things for
sustainability or if that’s the messaging.”
Deciem, with complicated scientific product
names, has always had different product messaging.
Recently, the brand released a campaign called
“Everything Is Chemicals” that Kilner said is meant
to empower consumers to “make educated decisions
for themselves.”
Those types of campaigns and the company’s
extreme transparency initially rattled the
historically buttoned-up beauty industry. “I
remember first developing the concept and getting
pushback that consumers won’t understand
these ingredient names, they won’t understand
the percentages,” Kilner said. “What we didn’t
anticipate was actually how many consumers would
be open for that scientific conversation. That would
have been the biggest piece of innovation that we’ve
seen — the waves that decision had across different
brands and how that has multiplied and just the
success from Deciem from that piece of innovation.”
Today, Kilner said that transparency is top of
mind. “Consumers want to know they’re not just
buying your product, they’re buying into a brand
they share values with and they believe in,” she said.
“The power is with the voice of the people.”
Going forward, Kilner expects that transparency
to extend even more. “Millennials and Gen Z are
getting so passionate now around politics and
human rights, but it becomes a very difficult area
for brands navigating it,” she said. “I don’t think
that kind of full transparency is there yet, but that’s
where I see it leading.” ■
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Camila Dauhajre and
Kenya Bryant

GIVING VOICE
To Values

By pairing rising leaders with seasoned execs
through reverse mentorship, Lauder is grooming
a new generation of talent.
BY JENNY B. FINE
LEADERSHIP AND TALENT development are
two threads that have run throughout the Estée
Lauder Cos. since its inception.
As Leonard A. Lauder says, when you join the
company, you’re treated like a family member.
Fabrizio Freda has taken that ethos and expanded
on it by continuing the programs started by his
predecessors, such as Estée Lauder Cos. at Vassar
created by Leonard Lauder in 1987 (now the Estée
Lauder Cos. at Bryn Mawr College Program) and the
Global Presidential Programs incepted by William
P. Lauder in 2003—and putting his own stamp on
development, too, with The CEO Global Reverse
Mentor Program, created in 2015.
The initiative pairs young employees who have
been with the company for more than a year with
senior executives. The mission is to ensure that
seasoned leaders are in touch with the mindset and
ethos of today’s younger consumers, and the method
of reverse mentorship also gives fledgling execs
access to leaders they might not otherwise have.
“Young people, those who have their life in
front of them, represent the future more than
anything else,” said Freda. “I personally believe,
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and the company believes, in diversity and
inclusion at every level. This program is
generational diversity.”
Freda founded the program almost
by accident. In 2015, sensing significant
changes in consumer behavior, particularly
among younger people, he asked Phebe
Farrow Port, senior vice president, global
management strategies, to find someone
who could school him on the rapidly
changing landscape.
Port tapped a young employee to take
Freda through everything from social
media platforms to trendy stores beloved by
Millennials. Freda was hooked—first setting
up a retail safari for his direct reports, then
creating a permanent reverse mentorship
program in just one month.
Today, more than 600 senior leaders
across all regions and areas of the business
have reverse mentors. The program has
become an important temperature check
for trends in the business, as well as a
bridge for navigating generation gaps in
terms of internal culture as well.
“Young people want things in their
careers that Baby Boomers like me would
not have thought to ask for when I started,”
said Port. “They are going to tell you
what’s important to them. Authenticity, being able
to contribute, having their voices heard—they are
smart enough to know that they are not going to
be able to be the decision-makers of a multimilliondollar launch, but they want to be able to influence
it, and they expect that.”
The way that Gen Zers and Millennials think
about their jobs is also very different. “They don’t
want to give their life to a job, but they want their
job to have meaning in life,” said Port. “They want
their work to be a reflection of their values and they
want to work for bosses who respect their voice and
their opinions.”
It’s also about maintaining relevance. Reverse
mentors help senior execs stay abreast of key
cultural touchpoints, across all aspects of
the business—be it a product, trend or larger
sociocultural shift.
Port, for example, recently did a deep dive
on TikTok with her reverse mentor. Her key
takeaways: “Perfection is old school, trends are
discovered, not adopted, and we have creators not
influencers,” she said.
Kenya Bryant, a 30-year-old whose role as a
philanthropic partner in the Global Corporate
Citizenship and Sustainability department involves
grant-making across the Estée Lauder Cos.
Charitable Foundation, serves as a reverse mentor
for Deirdre Stanley, executive vice president and
general counsel of the company.
The two meet every month or so, and talk about
everything from their shared life experiences to the
synergies between their two teams.
“This is an invaluable component of the
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company for me,” said
Bryant. “I think about the
company’s perspective on
social justice. Her hearing my
@
perspective, coming from a
different generation, isn’t just
refreshing—but it allows her
to take it to her own work and
the conversations she might be having with other
leaders. We have a pulse on the industry that should
definitely be taken into consideration and this
program allows us to do that organically.”
Camila Dauhajre, an assistant manager for social
listening and analytics, serves as a reverse mentor
for Michelle Freyre, global president of Clinique.
From Day One, Freyre told Dauhajre to feel free to
email her with insights, questions, comments. And
Dauhajre has.
“If I see something happening on TikTok
or a new YouTube trend, I send it over. But
we also Zoom a lot,” said Dauhajre. Here, the
conversations are deeper, which often leads to
bigger projects. “We’ll do a deep dive on topics
that we’re analyzing — how Gen Z consumers are
talking about acne, for example or the skinification
of makeup.”
For Dauhajre, who’s been at Lauder for just
over a year, having access to a leader like Freyre
has proven to be invaluable. “It’s much more than
a reverse mentor relationship where I’m feeding
Michelle insights,” she said. “It is building a special
relationship with a senior leader, teaching us as
much as they can so that one day we will become
the leaders. Having a program that revolves around
the feedback of young people in the company urges
me to stay here and continue growing.”
And that’s just the point, said Port, who said
Freda asked her when he joined the company in
2009 how Lauder defined leadership. “Fabrizio
said, ‘Leadership to me means leadership from
every chair. I want young people to know they have
the two I’s: influence, which creates impact for the
organization,’” Port recalled.
“He said, ‘connecting young people’s new view of
the world with the expertise of our senior leaders
is adding incredible value for the company. This
unique combination is creating magic.’ And that is
truly what happened.” ■
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de Nantes ikat
stripe. What was
so incredible
about her taste
@
was its balance
of trend and
timelessness.
It still holds
up today.
She was a pioneer of her time, but her
legacy is still so relevant. She changed
the way the world thinks about beauty,
both aesthetically and philosophically.
She showed us that beauty is a part
of every woman’s DNA, and everyone
can create beauty no matter the
circumstance. Estée is the perfect
example of someone who could invent
beauty seemingly out of thin air. My dad
tells wonderful stories of my grandmother
stirring creams on the stovetop all night
long, assisted by my grandfather, or packing
sandwiches for my uncle to take to summer camp
in a big purple Bergdorf Goodman box. She was
both resourceful and experimental.
Before I ever knew that I would work in beauty,
she began introducing me to it, letting me play
dress-up with her incredible accessories. There
are wonderful photos of me as a baby in diapers
wearing gold high heels, long opera gloves, and
her gorgeous, bespoke hats! Growing up, I knew
I wanted to follow in her footsteps.
In fact, Estée is the reason that after 25 years
of working at my family’s company, I felt I had
the direction and strength to start my own brand,
Aerin. I saw an opportunity to combine home,
lifestyle and beauty in a way that hadn’t been
done before. A fresh take on modern femininity,
my own brand is very much inspired by my
grandmother’s sense of timeless style. This is
especially true of my Aerin Beauty fragrances.
Estée had a great saying: “You wouldn’t wear
the same dress to have dinner in as you would
to play tennis, so why would you wear the same
fragrance?” When I created my collection of
perfumes—from Mediterranean Honey to Lilac
Path (the latter inspired by the memory of lilac
bushes blooming in her garden)—it was with this
concept of a wardrobe in mind. Each scent is a
new escape, a new moment, a new opportunity to
create beauty.
My grandmother always encouraged me and
my sister Jane to do what would make us happy.
We were never expected to grow up and take the
path that she took. But I’ve always felt drawn to
the model that Estée forged. For me, she was a
confidante, a mentor and a true friend. For the
world, she was an icon. She taught me that as
a woman, you could be many things at once—a
strong wife, a strong mother and a strong
businesswoman. She taught me that there is power
in femininity, and that I could embrace that feeling
in any way I chose. ■
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Aerin Lauder with her
grandmother, Estée.

AERIN
On Estée

AERIN LAUDER ZINTERHOFER reflects on her
grandmother’s innate sense of style—and the
continued influence she exerts today.

MY FIRST MEMORY OF Estée is the way
she smelled. She was always trying out new
fragrances she was working on, so she always
smelled wonderful. So many recollections of my
grandmother are tied to fragrance. The delicate
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stems of tuberose in her
front hallway. Bunches
of fresh-cut garden roses
throughout her homes in
the Hamptons and Palm
Beach. A spritz of perfume
in her dressing room as she
did her makeup before a
dinner party or an evening
out in the city. Sometimes
today, at the office or while
walking down the street,
I’ll catch the scent of YouthDew Eau de Parfum and it
transports me directly to
being with Estée, eating
chocolates from a Godiva
box, or watching movies
at her Upper East Side
townhouse on
a Saturday night.
Over the years, my
grandmother gave me so
much wisdom, but one of the most important
lessons was that anything can be beautiful if
you take the time. A casual dinner on the porch,
a weekday lunch in with your kids, a cup of
coffee before everyone else is up in the morning.
Details—a linen napkin, a teacup, a proper table
setting—these are the things that Estée believed
elevated simple, quiet moments to elegance.
So much of my world is patterned after
this sense of elegance that Estée infused into
everything she touched. I spend much of my
time in the Hamptons, in the house she once
owned. Though I’ve modernized it here and
there, she is still everywhere in the details—the
blue-and-white porcelain displayed in the living
room, her formal dining room furnished with a
crystal-cut candelabra and Regency dining table,
her bedroom outfitted with Pierre Frey’s Toile
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BOARD MEMBERS

Growth Factor

From those with deep roots that anchor the industry to the emerging players who are planting
the seeds of the future, Beauty Inc rounds up the 45 most powerful brands in beauty.
BY James Manso // ILLUSTRATIONS BY Carlos Zamora

THE TURBULENCE OF 2020 has given rise to a period of
t ra n sfo r m a t i o n fo r t h e b ea u ty i n d u st r y, a p e r i o d i n w h i c h
categories are expanding, consumers are demanding and the
very definition of beauty is evolving. Keeping up with the pace
o f c h a n g e — m u c h l e s s l e a d i n g t h e w a y — i s n o e a s y m a t t e r,
b u t t h e 4 5 b ra n d s h e re h a ve m a n a ge d t o d o j u s t t h a t . Fro m
actively driving meaningful social change to navigating a
forever-changed post-pandemic retail landscape to approaching
p ro d u c t d eve l o p m e n t f ro m a n ew a n d u n i q u e p o i n t of v i ew, a l l
have pivoted to better reflect the realities of winning in the
b rave n ew wo r l d of b ea u ty.

THE ESTABLISHMENT:
Their roots in beauty grow deep.

AVEDA
In a year when hair care grew
faster than any other category
in prestige beauty, Aveda
was a key player, adeptly
amplifying key themes of the
year, including sustainability
and sourcing transparency.
Under the leadership of global
president Barbara De Laere, the
brand, an OG when it comes
to environmentally friendly
practices, reformulated its
assortment to be vegan, named
supermodel Arizona Muse its
first sustainability advocate,
launched a carbon-offsetting
program and partnered with
Wholechain to make supply
chain information readily
available, while also launching
a relief program for salons and
spas hard-hit during COVID.

BENEFIT
Despite headwinds, makeup
is still the largest category in
prestige beauty, and LVMH Moët
Hennessy Louis Vuitton-owned
Benefit is the biggest brand in
prestige color, according to the
NPD Group. With consumers
focusing on the area above face
masks, i.e., the eyes, Benefit’s
hero eyebrow products were
shoppers’ favorites in the
segment, according to Cosmetify.
The brand’s agility showed that
it’s still playing well digitally,
too — in 2020, Benefit garnered
$507 million in EMV, per Tribe
Dynamics, and its virtual They’re
Real! Magnet mascara launch
party attracted 77,000 visitors.
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CERAVE

E.L.F.

Talk about cleaning up. Once
the province primarily of
dermatological offices, Cerave
was catapulted into primetime
relevance by skin care obsessives
like TikTok creator Hyram Yarbro,
whose #cerave-tagged content
generated over 300 million
page views. Social media clout
translated into sales: Cerave
was said to have grown sales
82 percent to $600 million in
the first nine months of 2020.
According to search data from
Spate, it’s also the fastest
growing beauty brand on Google
Search, and per IRI, the topselling cleanser brand in mass,
increasing sales a whopping 131
percent in a category that only
grew 3.6 percent.

After pivoting to a multibrand
business with W3LL People and
Alicia Keys’ Keys Soulcare, E.l.f.
Beauty’s eponymous beauty
brand is still a powerhouse in
its own right. Due in part to its
early adoption of TikTok, where
its catchy namesake song soon
went viral, sales are still doing
well. The value-priced brand
is the second-fastest growing
makeup brand, according to
NPD, and it tops the list in
terms of concealer and eye
shadow brands, according to
data from IRI.

COVER GIRL
Amid turning tides at Coty Inc., no
single brand’s comeback is more
emblematic of the company’s
potential than Cover Girl. The
brand, which had encumbered
growth at Coty along with the 40
others it acquired from P&G in
2016, gained market share for the
first time in four years in 2020.
While the reprise of its partnership
with original Cover Girl Niki Taylor
appeals to an older consumer
base, the vegan and clean
repositioning of its new launches
is also resonating with younger
ones. According to data from IRI,
its Simply Ageless foundation
is the top seller in the category
and its Lash Blast Clean Volume
Mascara was a mass-market first.

DOVE
Dove has always been a leader
in driving purpose through its
brand message, and this year
was no exception. As the new
social justice movement took
root in the wake of George Floyd’s
murder, Dove’s actions spoke as
loudly as its marketing. The brand
cofounded the CROWN Coalition
in support of the CROWN Act,
legislation which prohibits
discrimination based on hair
texture and style. The products
still resonate, too: stalwarts
like the Beauty Bar, which was
included in Beauty Inc’s list of
the greatest skin care products
of all time, sell 26 times every
second, while men’s products
and hair care held their own in a
challenging market.
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ESTÉE LAUDER
Celebrating its 75th anniversary,
the ultimate in legacy beauty
brands is still going strong.
Lauder is the third-largest skin
care brand in the U.S., according
to NPD, and a powerhouse
in China. Even its tried-andtrue heroes are still snagging
awards: the reformulated
Advanced Night Repair topped
the list of the Marie Claire Prix
d’Excellence awards, as well as
Beauty Inc’s tally of the greatest
skin care products of all time, as
voted on by industry insiders.

LA MER
The La Mer wave shows no
sings of slowing. The luxe skin
care brand continues to drive
core products like the original
Crème and Soft Cream, and
newer ones like Renewal Body
Oil Balm and Eye Cream, which
won awards from Allure and
Glamour, respectively. One of
the strongest-performing brands
globally in the Lauder portfolio,
La Mer also leads the way on
ocean conservation efforts with
its Blue Heart fund.

LANCÔME
With 86 years under its belt, the
heritage brand (and crown jewel
of L’Oréal’s portfolio) hasn’t lost
any relevance. According to data
from the NPD Group, it’s still the
third-biggest skin care brand,
and is keeping interest high with
purpose-driven initiatives. Last
year, the brand bought four acres
of organically farmed rose fields
in Grasse, France, for fragrance
production, and donated $3.5
million worth of product to nurses
across the globe on International
Nurses Day.

L’ORÉAL PARIS
Despite a challenging year for the
brand’s key categories, L’Oréal
Paris held its spot at the top of
the food chain as the world’s
largest beauty brand. It has led the
surge in skin care, with the Derm
Intensives line growing 61 percent
in the U.S. in a category that only
grew 2.9 percent, according to IRI,
and its Revitalift Laser Ampoules
winning a Marie Claire Prix
d’Excellence award. Even in color
cosmetics, the brand cemented
its spot as the top powder and
blush, according to IRI, and
remains second overall in the
market, according to Euromonitor,
which reports L’Oréal Paris is the
top brand globally in hair care and
number two in skin care.

MAC COSMETICS
The Lauder-owned cosmetics
heavyweight has adeptly
navigated a turbulent year in
makeup with the digital knowhow and forward thinking of
an indie. According to Tribe
Dynamics, MAC generated over
$300 million in EMV last year
with a hearty network of over
14,000 influencers; the brand
was ranked third on last year’s
L2 Digital IQ Genius List for the
beauty category. Moreover, it’s
still the second-biggest makeup
brand, according to NPD, which
MAC is leveraging for good — as
of its last Viva Glam campaign,
starring Spanish pop star Rosalía,
it had donated over $500 million
to the campaign’s namesake
fund, which benefits AIDS-related
causes. It tacked on an extra
$10 million for coronavirus relief
efforts, too.

MAYBELLINE NEW YORK
The world’s biggest makeup
brand shows no signs of slowing.
Maintaining its position as the top
brand according to Euromonitor,
last year’s launch of its Sky High
mascara was the biggest in the
brand’s history. Online interest
also reached a crescendo:
data from Cosmetify reported
Maybelline has the top-searched
mascara and BB cream. As
Maybelline targets a newer,
younger group of devotees, it also
tapped “Euphoria” actress Storm
Reid as its latest face and to
provide consumer insights for the
brand’s Brave Together mental
health initiative.

OGX
With consumers ever savvier
about what ingredients they’re
putting in their hair, and why,
the Johnson & Johnson-owned
hair care brand has maintained
its top positioning in the mass
market shampoo and conditioner
category thanks to an ingredientdriven approach that consistently
hits key trends in health and
nutrition. The strategy is working:
Shampoo sales were up 10
percent in a category that fell
0.4 percent, and conditioner
sales totaled over $146 million,
according to IRI.

OLAY
Procter & Gamble’s global
powerhouse keeps getting
stronger, reinventing itself to stay
on the cutting edge of relevance.
The world’s fourth-biggest skin
care brand, Olay has used its
scale to drive everything from the
gap of women in STEM to racial
equity to an end of animal testing
in the skin care industry overall.
Olay is also focused on safety and
sustainability, testing refillable
packaging for its Regenerist
Whips franchise, which landed a
spot on Beauty Inc’s polling of the
100 greatest skin care products
of all time.

SHEAMOISTURE
The Unilever-owned hair and
body care brand is a leader in
creating clean products that
work for myriad skin tones and
hair textures, but what really
sets it apart are its purposedriven initiatives that draw
on its heritage of community
commerce. In one of the most
turbulent times in recent history,
SheaMoisture used its voice
to help drive progress in the
social justice movement. For
example, “It Comes Naturally”
commissioned six Black and
multicultural women artists
for a campaign, donating all of
the proceeds to Black women
entrepreneurs. According to
IRI, the brand’s products are
hitting the mark, too: it has the
top mousse and styler, and the
second-best-selling conditioner
in the hair care segment and
body care is a standout, too.

$2.2 billion valuation that came
with its acquisition by The Estée
Lauder Cos., but the brand is
just as appealing to the internet
set as it is to the beauty giant.
According to Spate, The Ordinary
is the second-most searched
brand in beauty, and July 2021
data from Skincare Hero showed
it’s the most hashtagged brand
on TikTok. It’s expanding its
brick-and-mortar footprint, too,
by going into all Sephora doors
and Ulta Beauty at Target.

DRUNK ELEPHANT
Drunk Elephant is a mainstay on
Sephora’s bestseller pages and
repeatedly gets called out for its
resonance by Sephora Americas
chief executive officer JeanAndré Rougeot, too. Look for
it to expand its footprint even
further this year, as an anchor
brand in Sephora’s shop-inshop concept with Kohl’s.
Drunk Elephant may no longer
be independent — Shiseido
acquired it for $845 million in
2019 — but the brand has kept
its cool factor intact with its
category expansions into body
and hair care.

THE NEW GUARD: Watch them
grow....and grow...and grow.
AUGUSTINUS BADER
Sales may have kicked off with
rave reviews from the likes of
Melanie Griffith, but consumers
are returning for the results. The
brand’s hero creams topped
Beauty Inc’s list of the 100
greatest skin care products
of all time, and has taken its
trademark biotechnological
approach into ingestibles. Fans
can’t get enough — industry
sources report the brand could
hit $150 million in retail sales
in 2021, more than double last
year’s projections.

BEAUTYCOUNTER
The OG clean beauty brand has
piqued interest from consumers
and investors alike. After The
Carlyle Group acquired a majority
stake in Beautycounter — a
deal that valued it at $1 billion
— founder Gregg Renfrew
went on to testify as an expert
witness in Congress after the

Personal Care Products Safety
Act was reintroduced. Renfrew
was also quick to expand into
new categories and channels,
giving credence to her network of
advisers with a pop-up in Sephora
last year and new category
expansions in 2021, ranging from
body care to color cosmetics.

BYREDO
Is there any brand better at
harnessing cultural cognoscenti
to drive sales? From collabs
with Travis Scott to tapping
makeup artist Isamaya Ffrench
to be co-creator of the brand’s
color line, founder Ben Gorham
has cemented his position at
the center of the zeitgeist. The
strategy is working, resonating
with consumers and industry
insiders alike. Space Rage, the
Scott project, sold out in less
than three hours, while Tobacco
Mandarin, one of Byredo’s
fragrance launches, received

The Fragrance Foundation’s
Fragrance of the Year, Universal
Luxury award.

DYSON
The brand whose Supersonic
hair dryer disrupted the
staid category of hair tools
and transformed them into
objets d’art has continued to
combine form and function
to great effect. Dyson’s latest
launches in the hair category
— the Airwrap (an Allure Best
of Beauty winner) and Corrale
devices — are consistent
bestsellers at Sephora and Ulta
Beauty, helping fuel the fastgrowing prestige hair category.

DECIEM/THE ORDINARY
Digital fluency drove The
Ordinary and its parent
company, Deciem, to new
heights this year, doubling sales
to $460 million. That seems
minuscule compared to the

FENTY BEAUTY BY
RIHANNA
Early to both the celebrity beauty
frenzy and among the first
with a truly inclusive vision in
prestige beauty, Fenty Beauty by
Rihanna is one of the most highly
regarded brands in beauty when
it comes to consumer sentiment.
Talkwaker’s 2021 Love Brands
report named it the most loved
brand in the U.S., while Tribe
Dynamics said it garnered over
$456 million in EMV. Shine bright
like a diamond indeed.

GOOP
A trailblazer in several senses
— from wellness and ingestibles
to clean beauty and celebrity
skin care — Goop (and founder
Gwyneth Paltrow) has shown
itself to be on the cutting edge
of what’s next long before it hits
the mainstream. Moreover, the
products themselves clearly
win over customers. GoopGlow
Microderm Instant Glow
Exfoliator is a favorite among
industry insiders, as ranked in
Beauty Inc’s list of the greatest
skin care products of all time,
and a winner of multiple Allure
Best of Beauty awards.
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THE HONEST COMPANY
An early adopter of ingredient
transparency and environmental
consciousness, Jessica Alba’s The
Honest Company has proven that
clean beauty is where the cash is.
The brand raised $412.8 million
during its IPO in May, selling more
than 25 million shares and giving
the company a value of $1.44
billion. Last year’s revenues for
the brand hit slightly above $300
million, and while household and
wellness currently account for the
lion’s share of sales, Alba is firmly
focused on increasing Honest’s
beauty business, which currently
accounts for 26 percent of overall
revenues.

MAISON FRANCIS
KURKDJIAN
The LVMH Moët Hennessy
Louis Vuitton-backed brand
has long been the best-kept
secret of beauty insiders —
but increasingly consumers
are coming to the party as
well. Kurkdjian has been one
of the brands driving sales
of upscale niche scents, a
category considered one of the
big winners in an overall tough
year, ranking fifth on Spate’s
running list of fastest-growing
beauty brands by search.
Search is translating into sales:
According to the NPD Group,
its Baccarat Rouge 540, whose
fans include Winnie Harlow and
Kacey Musgraves, is fragrance’s
fastest-growing product.

MORPHE
Among the first to partner with
influencers and achieve digital
dominance, Morphe’s online
persona is still among the
strongest in beauty, despite its
associations with influencers
such as James Charles and
Jeffree Star whose offensive
statements caused Morphe
to cancel its partnerships with
them. Still, the company, which
was ranked second on Tribe
Dynamic’s list of EMV with over
$660 million, garnered over
200,000 posts, and parent
company Forma Brands has
pivoted, incubating offshoots like
Morphe 2 with TikTok creators
Charli and Dixie D’Amelio and
Bad Habit skin care with Emma
Chamberlain.

OLAPLEX
Few brands benefited from
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the prestige hair care boom to
the extent that Olaplex did. A
leader and early mover in bond
technology, the brand doubled
sales in 2020 to a cool $600
million under chief executive
officer JuE Wong. According to
the NPD Group, that makes it
the largest brand in hair care
and the second-fastest growing.
Cosmetify also declared it the
hottest hair care brand, being
the most tagged across social
media, a status Olaplex is
looking to capitalize on with its
newest launch, the No. 8 Bond
Intense Moisture Mask.

PAULA’S CHOICE
One of the earliest crusaders
for ingredient safety, Paula
Begoun’s brand reformatted its
approach to better appeal to
Gen Z, going from longer-format
web-based stories into TikTok
bite-sized pieces of information.
Also an original d-to-c player,

Paula’s Choice expanded into
brick-and-mortar distribution
via Sephora, where its Skin
Perfecting 2% BHA Liquid
Exfoliant garnered five-star
reviews and bestseller status.
The brand is slated to hit $300
million in estimated sales for
2021 (up from $220 million
last year and $70 million in
2017), figures which didn’t go
unnoticed in the industry. In
June, Unilever bought the brand
for an estimated $2 billion.

TATCHA
With founder Vicky Tsai back
at the helm as CEO, Tatcha — a
consistent bestseller at Sephora
and favorite of Meghan Markle
and Kim Kardashian West — is
exploring new digital territories.
It was the first brand to launch
a product on the social selling
platform Newness. Sources
say the Unilever-owned line
is poised to overshoot its

consistent 40 percent growth
rate, not bad for an 11-year-old
company and counting.

TULA SKINCARE
Microbiome-friendly Tula, under
CEO Savannah Sachs, has made
its probiotic-infused approach
to self care irresistible for young
consumers across a spectrum of
concerns. Its positive approach
to skin health, as opposed to
aging, has resonated deeply with
a core base, 75 percent of whom
are under age 35. According
to the NPD Group, Tula is the
fastest-growing skin care brand
and the second-fastest growing
makeup brand. Tula was also the
fastest-growing prestige brand at
Ulta Beauty.

EMERGING: Planting
the seeds of tomorrow

BEAUTYSTAT
Founder and cosmetic chemist
Ron Robinson demonstrated his
product development prowess
when he launched in 2019 with
a serum featuring patented,
encapsulated Vitamin C. The
product has won multiple awards,
including being voted one of the
greatest skin care products of
all time in Beauty Inc’s survey.
Distribution has expanded —
originally d-to-c, BeautyStat
now counts Dermstore and
Nordstrom as key partners, and
Robinson is growing the line as
well. Watch this space.

HERETIC
Heretic made headlines two
years ago with its best-selling,
X-rated collab candle with Goop,
but breaking taboos isn’t all that
founder Douglas Little does well.
A pioneer in natural fragrances,
Heretic is steadily gaining
steam, thanks to the originality
of its offerings and continued
collaborations with everyone from
Nécessaire to cannabis innovator
Drew Martin, who created a THC
perfume with Little.

THE INKEY LIST
Come on TikTok’s
recommendation, stay for the
ingredient simplicity. On the heels
of getting into hair care last year,
The Inkey List has translated social
media street cred into Selfless by
Hyram, its buzzy new skin care
range created with Hyram Yarbro.

MENTED
Like many a beauty brand, the
spark for Mented’s founding by
Harvard business school grads KJ
Miller and Amanda Johnson was
born out of their own personal
need, but its retail expansion tells
the tale of a brand with universal
appeal. Mented has expanded
from lipstick to full-face offerings,
nabbing an Allure Best of Beauty
award and expanding into Target.

SOL DE JANEIRO
Inspired by Brazil but resonating
with consumers around the world,
Sol de Janeiro has been a leader
in the body care boom. Its hero
Bum Bum Cream continues to win
accolades and great reviews, as
does its expansion into hair care
and fragrance. Sales are following
suit: Industry sources estimate
sales will hit $200 million globally
in 2021. Bright future indeed.

PAT MCGRATH LABS
Despite the perks of damehood,
Pat McGrath has fine-tuned her
mastery of marketing to still win
in categories battered by the
pandemic. Late last year, her
namesake brand’s collaboration on
red lipstick with Supreme sold out
in seconds — seconds — and her
MatteTrance lipstick is among the
top-wishlisted items on the Klarna
app, according to the bank.

PATTERN BEAUTY BY
TRACEE ELLIS ROSS
Ross brought her trademark
whimsy to her hair care line,
Pattern Beauty, which she
launched with Ulta Beauty in 2019,
(reports say it is a top performer),
but it’s the seriousness of her
purpose that has really resonated.
She recently deepened her
partnership with Ulta, becoming
diversity and inclusion adviser,
funneling the same passion that
led her to become an entrepreneur
into insuring inclusivity and equal
opportunity for all.

PEACE OUT SKINCARE
With a keen sense of ingredients
and a positive approach to
frustrating skin concerns,
Peace Out still owns a category
reinvigorated by the advent of
mask-ne. Not only has it sold over
28 million of its signature acne
dots since its launch in 2017, but its
retinol eye balm beat the brand’s
revenue projections six times over
— despite the closure of brickand-mortar doors for much of the
product’s launch period.

PROSE
A slew of C-suite hires and
category expansions later,
personalized hair care brand Prose
has put the hair care boom to
good use. Sources say that sales
are expected to double into over
$100 million in 2021, and the brand
recently took its bespoke approach
to another category: ingestibles.

RARE BEAUTY
Selena Gomez coupled star power
and purpose with the launch
of Rare Beauty, her Sephoraexclusive beauty line. The brand’s
primary cause? Mental health,
which it hopes to donate $100
million of revenues in its first
10 years to related causes. The
concept was well received, winning
Beauty Inc’s start-up of the year

honors and posting first-year retail
sales of more than $50 million,
according to industry estimates.

SUPERGOOP!
Supergoop! founder Holly
Thaggard has been unwavering
in her mission to make sunscreen
a daily habit — and in an era
when skin health is top of mind,
that message is more resonant
than ever. Unseen Sunscreen
and Glowscreen are perennial
bestsellers and recent launches like
a first-of-its-kind SPF with vitamin
C have cemented Supergoop!’s
status as an innovator in a oncestagnant category.

UOMA BEAUTY
Talk about the power of purpose.
Entrepreneur-activist Sharon
Chuter continues to gain share
of mind —and wallet — with
consumers. Her inclusive color
cosmetics line, Uoma Beauty,
expanded into Nordstrom and
mass-market sister line Uoma
by Sharon C. launched in over
3,000 Walmart doors. Chuter, who
created the Pull Up for Change
campaign, continues to advocate
for true equity, creating the “Make
It Black” campaign and enlisting
brands including Morphe and
Maybelline to repackage their most
popular items for a Black History
Month awareness campaign.

VERSED
Under the Clique brand family,
WhoWhatWear founder Katherine
Power has transformed data
analytics into actionable insights.
Proof point: Versed, the clean skin
care brand she launched at Target.
With an average price point of $20,
the brand has quickly gained a
cult following: On The Rise Firming
Serum is among the top wishlisted
products on the Klarna app.

WESTMAN ATELIER
Makeup artist Gucci Westman has
long been the secret weapon of
choice for A-list celebrities, and
with her clean makeup line, she is
quickly gaining traction with the
masses, too. Sources said sales are
estimated to double this year to
$40 million at retail, driven by high
performance at specialty retailers
and the brand’s expansion into
Sephora.

YOUTH TO THE PEOPLE
A favorite among Millennial and
Gen Z-ers, YTTP consistently tops

bestseller lists. An early entrant in
the superfoods beauty sector, the
brand has built out the offering
and is also on the cutting edge of
beauty’s new collaborative spirit,
teaming up with competitors on its
#WeAreAllies zero-waste pledge. ■

OUR METHODOLOGY
WWD Beauty Inc consulted a
variety of sources to compile
our list of beauty’s most
powerful brands, including
our own reporting throughout
the year.
DOMESTIC AND
INTERNATIONAL SALES
For the prestige market in the
U.S., we looked at rankings
provided by the NPD Group.
We also looked at the fastest
growing brands in the
prestige market by category.
For the U.S. mass market, IRI
provided sales information for
the 52 weeks ending June 26,
2021. Globally, Euromonitor
International provided sales
rankings for each category for
2020. We also used sales and
growth data from the WWD
Beauty Inc top 100 annual
ranking of the world’s largest
beauty companies.
DIGITAL SUCCESS
To determine the brands
with the highest digital
engagement, we consulted
data from Tribe Dynamics,
Launchmetrics, Spate, and
the L2 Digital IQ Genius List.
We also consulted Klarna’s
top wishlisted products, as
well as bestseller pages and
lists on sephora.com and
ulta.com.
AGILITY AND INNOVATION
We took into account our own
reporting when factoring in
product innovation, trend
leadership and agile response
rates to the factors that have
most impacted the first half
of 2021. Additionally, we relied
on companies’ self reporting
when compiling figures
related to monetary and
product donations.
INDUSTRY AWARDS
We took into account industry
awards, such as the Allure
Best of Beauty awards, the
Marie Claire Prix d’Excellence,
and the Fragrance Foundation
Awards, as well as our own
Beauty Inc Awards and
ranking of the 100 Greatest
Skin Care Products of All
Time.
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Physical traits once considered
shameful are now being celebrated
by a new generation of
entrepreneurs who are finding
success through acceptance.
By JAYME CYK
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TABOO TOPICS AND SHAMEFUL SUBJECTS are
being embraced by a new generation of beauty
founders who are crafting products that reclaim
their childhood and culture. From brands like
Ranavat to the new color cosmetics range, TooD,
each is rewriting their narrative to restore and
celebrate what they once kept hidden, from body
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CREATING NEW
CULTURAL NORMS

differences to personality traits.
“Modern brand founders are releasing products
that are in direct response to decades of being
isolated, left out and frankly overlooked,” said Dr.
Deepika Chopra, founder of Things Are Looking
Up and host of the “Looking Up With Dr. Deepika
Chopra” podcast. “More and more brands are
starting to understand the value both from an
inclusive standpoint in regards to the greater
good, but also the success factor of their business
in sustaining relevancy by celebrating themes and
topics that tap into vulnerability and acceptance.”
According to Sarah Barnes, content marketing
manager at Trendalytics, Gen Z brands have been
a huge driver of change, branding and storytelling,
helping the consumer to feel seen and represented,
especially when these brands are entering a space
that a consumer was ashamed of before. According
to Trendalytics, brands like TooD and Topicals’
social actions and posts are on the rise. TooD’s
social growth is up 100 percent compared to last
year, while Topicals has increased 128 percent
compared to last year.
Driving these increased rates is authenticity
and a personal narrative consumers can relate
to. Color cosmetics brand TooD is a testament to
that. For as long as she can remember, founder
Shari Siadat was ashamed of her unibrow, a
subject she is currently writing a children’s book
about. “The whole concept of my book is how
can I visually tell kids that the uniqueness that
makes you different is your superpower,” said
Siadat. “Then I thought about how kids love
watercolors and drawing all over. So why not
draw on yourself ? And for me, I wanted to paint
my eyebrows. That is how TooD was born, to have
colors and crystals on parts of myself that I held
in shame.”
In June, TooD launched its latest product,
BioGlitter, on its website Toodbeauty.com. It’s
a biodegradable glitter which can be applied
anywhere — face, body, hair — even teeth. “I want
to bring people out of their shells,” said Siadat, “and
encourage everyone to be who you would be if you
didn’t live in fear, show me through your makeup.”
Similarly, skin care brand Ranavat, which is
sold on Ranavat.com, Neiman Marcus, Credo and
Thirteen Lune, among others, is a deeply personal
journey for founder and chief executive officer,
Michelle Ranavat. “As a first-generation South Asian
American, I had this dual version of myself where
there was this hugely Indian part of my upbringing
through my parents, but also this focus to assimilate
and be a part of American culture,” she said.
Ranavat, which has tripled in revenue every
year since its launch in 2017, is all about leaning
into and educating on Ayurvedic ingredients and
traditions in Indian culture. For example, she
wanted to demystify the tradition of hair oiling,
which helps to repair and protect hair. “When I
used to visit India as a kid, my grandmother and
I didn’t speak the same language, but she would
bring me over and start oiling my hair,” said the

entrepreneur. “That connection that we had
was our mode of communication. And so every
treatment that I create has to share that story and
some sort of deeper meaning.”
Ranavat’s latest launch is Flawless Veil, a
saffron-infused mask created to resurface and
brighten the complexion. For the reveal, Ranavat
shared stories of how four tastemakers shed their
superficial layers in a content series called Reveal
Your Aura. “Storytelling has to be deeper than
beauty,” she said. “It has to be something that
evokes emotion because that’s what sets us apart.”
Kulfi, a color cosmetics collection created to
serve the skin tones and undertones of South
Asians, comes from the founder’s upbringing and
feelings of inferiority. “Growing up, I never felt
beautiful,” said Priyanka Ganjoo. “For a long time,
I thought it was my individual experience, but
after speaking to a lot of South Asian women, I
realized that it was systemic. A lot of us felt this
way because we didn’t see ourselves in beauty and
what was considered beautiful in our society.”
Ganjoo started wearing makeup when she
entered the workforce because people kept telling
her she looked tired all the time. But as she got
older, Ganjoo realized makeup and beauty can be
a means of self expression. That ethos gave way
to Kulfi’s first product launch on Kulfibeauty.com,
Underlined Kajal Eyeliner.
“Starting with Kajal came from the South Asian
community and realizing that this was a product
no one had reimagined and re-created colors that
compliment our skin tones and undertones,” she
said. According to industry sources, Kulfi Beauty
has earned a six-figure revenue within six months
of launching in February 2021.
To further share the experiences of South Asian
and other people of color, Kulfi has a digital
platform called Kulfi Bites, where each week, a
community member writes a personal essay about
their experiences, beauty culture and mental
health. “We started this last year and now we have a

community of 25 contributing writers,” said Ganjoo.
Kulfi is currently building out its product
assortment and in spring 2022, will launch a range
of concealers, which have been tested on over 250
South Asian women of different skin tones.
The launch is timely. Trendalytics reported
average weekly searches on Google for brands
that have taken an inclusive approach to
branding are growing rapidly. Topicals search is
up 69 percent to last year, while Megababe, the
size-inclusive personal care brand, has increased
18 percent to last year.

“STORYTELLING HAS TO
BE DEEPER THAN BEAUTY.
IT HAS TO BE SOMETHING
THAT EVOKES EMOTION
BECAUSE THAT’S WHAT
SETS US APART.”
Michelle Ranavat

And it makes sense since brands like Topicals
are dialed in on their customer. “As a woman of
color, I noticed a lot of the products I grew up
using were not properly tested to care for people
who looked like me,” said Olamide Olowe, founder
and CEO of the skin-care brand. “A lot of brands
were also promoting this unattainable “perfect”
skin. I knew firsthand how having these skin
conditions affected my self esteem and, eventually,
my mental health. That’s why at Topicals, we take
the focus off of having ‘perfect’ skin and emphasize
making the treatment experience more enjoyable.”
Topicals’ goal is to make science accessible,
bringing in clinical information to social media
platforms like Twitter and breaking down chronic
skin conditions and new ingredients in a playful
way. “We show people with visible skin conditions

living life in full color on our website and social
channels,” said Olowe, whose brand is sold d-to-c
and on sephora.com. “We’re also really intentional
about product packaging. Before Topicals,
consumers weren’t showcasing their ointments on
social media.”
Meanwhile, Megababe, whose revenue since
launch has increased three times year-over-year,
was also built on what some consider a taboo
personal experience. “I started my platform and I
quickly realized that I wasn’t the only woman with
thigh chafe,” said Katie Sturino, body acceptance
advocate, founder of Megababe, and author of
“Body Talk.” Megababe is currently sold on its
website, Target, Ulta, Nordstrom, Goop and other
specialty retailers.
Thigh Rescue, an anti-friction stick to prevent
chafe, was Megababe’s first launch in 2017 and is
still the brand’s bestseller. “Thigh Rescue became
the whole narrative and ethos for the brand,” added
Sturino, “which is that we want to address problems
that women have been made to feel bad about.”
That narrative is a story a lot of consumers
want to hear. With products like Le Tush for butt
acne and Chest-o Presto for chest and back acne,
Megababe, according to Trendalytics, is growing
at a 5.1 percent rate on social media. “Coming in
with humor and normalizing the conversation
and showing consumers that lots of other women
need this product makes people feel less alone,”
said Sturino. “Women don’t need anything else to
feel ashamed about.”
“I have recognized this upward trend (which
is a silver lining to this absolutely harrowing
year) in honoring and valuing oneself with all
the imperfections, vulnerabilities and strengths,”
added Dr. Chopra. “The truth is, optimism is
not about being positive all the time, it’s about
validating and sitting in whatever your true
feelings are, recognizing inner strength, and
remaining curious as to how you may grow, even
if you don’t know how or when just yet.” ■

THE EMPOWERMENT PRINCIPLES
New products focused on celebrating oneself.

TooD Bioglitter, $26

Founder Shari Siadat created
TooD to decorate the areas of
her face she held in shame.
Her latest launch is Bioglitter,
a eucalyptus cellulose-based
glitter that biodegrades in 28
days in natural environments.

Kulfi Underlined Kajal Eyeliner, $20

Created to serve the skin
tones and undertones of
South Asians, the five-shade
Underlined Kajal Eyeliner
reimagines the colors of a
traditional product.

Ranavat Flawless Veil
Resurfacing Saffron Masque, $75

Topicals Like Butter, $36

Inspired by her Indian
upbringing, Michelle Ranavat
melds modern science with
Ayurvedic ingredients. In July,
she launched Flawless Veil
Resurfacing Saffron Masque,
infused with saffron and
papaya enzymes.

Founded by Olamide Olowe,
Topicals is normalizing the
conversation around what is
“good” skin. The brand’s first
two products include Faded, a
brightening and clearing gel,
and Like Butter, a rich whipped
hydrating mask.

Megababe Power Wash, $14

Founded by body acceptance
advocate Katie Sturino,
Megababe’s latest launches
are two new scents (Rosy and
Soapy) of Power Wash, a body
exfoliator containing walnut
shell, glycolic acid and AHAs.
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Made
To

ENGAGE
AS HE TAKES THE REINS OF
ULTA BEAUTY DURING ONE
OF THE MOST TUMULTUOUS
PERIODS IN BUSINESS
HISTORY, CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER DAVE KIMBELL IS
LOOKING TO COMBINE HIS
INNATE POWER OF POSITIVITY
AND OPERATIONAL EXPERTISE
TO WRITE THE NEXT CHAPTER
OF GROWTH FOR AMERICA’S
LARGEST BEAUTY RETAILER.

BY JENNY B. FINE // PHOTOGRAPHS BY DARREN HAUCK
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Kimbell embodies Ulta’s values, as expressed here in the
retailer’s Chicago office.
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TURNS OUT NICE GUYS DO FINISH FIRST.

Dave Kimbell, universally acknowledged to be
one of the most affable executives in beauty, is now
also one of the most powerful.
In June, Kimbell took the reins as chief
executive officer of Ulta Beauty, the largest beauty
retailer in the U.S.
He succeeds Mary Dillon, whom he worked
closely with for the last seven years, most recently
as president, as she led the 31-year-old business
through a period of explosive growth.
As he looks to maintain that momentum during
one of the most disruptive periods in business
history, Kimbell is harnessing his famed power
of positivity to create a vision for the future that
consumers and company employees alike can
rally behind.
“One of Dave’s greatest qualities is he is an
optimist,” said Dillon, who is now the executive
chair of the Bolingbrook, Ill.-based retailer. “His
belief in the beauty category is infectious. He is an
empathetic leader who understands how to think
through the lenses of guests and associates.
“Dave is enthusiastic and creative, so it’s easy

for him to project the needs and aspirations of
the guest,” Dillon continued. “You wouldn’t think
of him as a beauty enthusiast, but he thinks and
acts that way.”
It’s true that Kimbell becomes genuinely
enthused when he talks about the business, and that
the words “joy,” “happiness,” “delight” and “engage”
are constant refrains in his conversation. For
Kimbell, they’re not just feelings — they’re business
goals, the key to attracting a consumer base rocked
by the pandemic and inspired by the new social
justice movement.
“Human experience has always been part of
the beauty category,” said Kimbell, “but because
of the forced separation we went through, there’s
a renewed understanding of the importance
of human connection, and specifically, within
beauty, the desire to express yourself in ways that
are reflective of who you are and how you want to
show up in the world.
“As I think about driving engagement more
broadly, it’s just this simple idea of joy,” he
continued. “The world is still disrupted in so
many ways. And there are challenges that we

face as a society. Beauty
is a great place to have
simple moments of joy
and pleasure and the
opportunity to step
away from some of those
challenges. We saw through
the pandemic, that even
if there weren’t makeupwearing occasions, beauty
was a great place for
enthusiasts to just play and
have fun.”
Industry analysts say
that that purposeful vision
of beauty makes Kimbell
well-suited to lead Ulta
in the next phase of its
development. Under Dillon,
who joined Ulta Beauty
in 2013, the company
exploded. Sales tripled,
from $2.67 billion in 2013 to
$7.39 billion for 2019, with
the store count doubling to
more than 1,200.
During that time, Ulta
solidified the depth of its
assortment across prestige,
professional and mass
beauty, amassing a lineup
that features more than
600 brands and 25,000
products, and built a robust
loyalty program that now
numbers more than 32
million people.
But the landscape today
is vastly different. The
overall beauty category in the U.S. has slowed,
particularly the color cosmetics category, which had
started to soften even before the pandemic. Ulta
put its plans to expand into Canada on hold, and
also significantly decelerated the pace of new store
openings, with 41 openings planned for this year.
At the same time, though, the competition is
intensifying. This month, Ulta unveiled its muchanticipated shop-in-shop in Target, while archrival
Sephora moved into Ulta’s backyard — literally —
as it opened the first 70 of what will be 800-plus
shops-in-shop in Kohl’s. Then there are retailers
like Bath and Body Works, which is increasingly
building out its retail footprint in strip malls, too.
“This is the real test,” said Jefferies analyst
Steph Wissink, noting that there will be overlaps
between Kohl’s and Ulta in about 75 percent of
Ulta’s locations. “In a period when you don’t have
the same level of energy in the beauty industry
from a newness factor, can Ulta self-create the
rationale for consumers to engage in the category
and drive the business?”
Wissink thinks the answer is yes, noting Kimbell’s
marketing background (he got his start at Procter

& Gamble and has also held leadership positions
at PepsiCo, Seventh Generation and U.S. Cellular)
should enable him to tap into the consumer
understanding necessary to differentiate Ulta from
its competitors.
“He is the right person at the right time,” said
Wissink. “When there is instability in the backdrop,
organizations look for voices of comfort and calm
and collectiveness, and he has always been that.
“His skill set is getting into the DNA of a brand,
understanding the consumer and the typography
of the categories Ulta competes in and where they
can be successful,” Wissink continued. “In a much
more managed and controlled growth period, this
is where you harvest the long-standing equity
you have built with customers and vendors and
partners.”

INDEED, KIMBELL IS LASER FOCUSED on
building on that equity by doubling down on
Ulta’s purpose driven mission of “using the power
of beauty to bring to life the possibilities that lie
within each of us.”
For him, success will be contingent on staying
“hyper-connected to our guests and associates to
ensure that we are understanding what’s motivating
and driving their behavior, both within beauty but
more importantly in the world around them.”
“What has always impressed me is his forwardlooking nature — not where beauty is now, but
where it’s going and where it should be,” said
Tarang Amin, the CEO of E.l.f. Beauty. “He has great
listening skills and comprehension, and is always
turning back to what they’re seeing and where
it’s going next. That inquisitiveness and natural
curiosity have served him well.”
No surprise, then, that the very first time Kimbell
saw chief operating officer Kecia Steelman after
lockdown wasn’t in an office, but in a distribution
center. “He wanted to make sure everyone knew —
the front-line associates and the distribution teams
who never stopped working — that we can’t thank
them enough,” said Steelman. “One of the things
we pride ourselves on is the human connection and
the knowledgeable associates we have in store. The
guest loves that human interaction.”
By all accounts, so does Kimbell. Those who have
been with him on such trips note that he relishes
being in the store environment, and since becoming
CEO, he’s visited everywhere from Arlington, Va., to
Jacksonville, Fla., to Sheboygan Falls, Wisc. (often
posting pictures of himself with store associates on
the @ultabeauty_ceo Instagram account.)
He often spends hours in stores on such visits,
said Shelley Haus, chief marketing officer and a
frequent companion, “asking questions to associates
to really understand the ins and outs of what they
go through and the consumer mindset.
“Dave is inquisitive and curious,” said Haus, who
has worked with the executive in various roles
for 15 years. “His ability to be consumer-centric,
insight-driven and empathetic — putting himself

in the shoes of whatever consumer he is focused
on at the time — makes him able to adapt and
understand the consumer mindset, even if he isn’t
the target.”
He also loves interacting with the associates.
“On the best day, operating a store is complex,
then throw in a pandemic on top of that,” Kimbell
said, “so I like to go and thank the associates for
everything they’re doing.”
These information-gathering missions spark
Kimbell’s creativity. “I get our best ideas about
all aspects of our business from being in stores,”
he said, “from what brands we should carry,
experiences we should implement, operational
effectiveness and efficiencies we should tackle next.”
Brands say the method works, and that sales are
thriving. “Dave has great insights into the retail
and beauty industry, and he knows how to turn
those into consumer opportunities,” said Chris
Good, group president, North America, of the Estée
Lauder Cos. Inc. “He brings a really good balance of
passion, pragmatism and values in terms of how he
approaches decisions and partnerships.”
Kimbell joined Ulta almost eight years ago as
chief marketing officer. He added merchandising

He is the right
person at the
right time. When
there is instability
in the backdrop,
organizations
look for voices of
comfort and calm
and collectiveness,
and he has always
been that.

-STEPH WISSINK, JEFFERIES

responsibilities a year later, and was named
president in 2019. Those who work closely with
him believe that broad base of exposure will
be integral to his success as CEO. “He has been
overseeing strategy across the enterprise and
has a good purview across marketing, digital
and merchandising, really working closely
with us in terms of where we want to take our
areas strategically,” said Monica Arnaudo, chief
merchandising officer. “He’s able to connect
the dots and bring that through the rest of the
organization to make sure that we can handle it
operationally and that we are always looking at the
guest at the center of everything.”
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As the business moves forward, there are
three key priorities. One is an increased focus on
what the wellness category looks like for Ulta, or
what Kimbell calls “self-care through a lens of
expression.”
In May, Ulta launched the Wellness Shop,
consisting of about 8 feet on the wall in roughly
400 stores, with the tag line, “self-care for the
mind, body and spirit.”
Ulta has divided the assortment into five key
segments: Down-There Care, Supplements and
Ingestibles, Everyday Care, Relax and Renew
and Spa at Home. “We’re building it out from an
assortment perspective and showcasing it more
from in-store to digital to social,” said Arnaudo, who
noted that 65 percent of Ulta’s customers connect
beauty and wellness. “We’ll lean in and see where
we are getting traction and evolve from there.”
Bringing in more brands founded by people of
color is another key focus. In February, the retailer
named Tracee Ellis Ross diversity and inclusion
adviser and in June, it joined the 15 Percent Pledge.
“There has to be a clear intention to be antiracist, to break down and dismantle areas that
systemic racism and economic opportunity has
locked out and not celebrated Black and brown
people,” Ross said. “Ulta has the opportunity to set
the tone of what can come next for organizations
across the country, beyond beauty and retail.”
Ross outlined the three key areas in which she

What we're
doing at Target
is breakthrough
and disruptive
and very unique.
It's not a replica of
what's happening
anywhere else in
the industry.

Kimbell thrives being in stores. Here,he
makes the rounds shortly aftering becoming
chief executive.
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hopes Ulta and Kimbell will make impactful change.
“Create a real pipeline for untapped talent to
enter and grow in Ulta; establish best practices for
incubating and supporting new brands that reflect
the diversity of our society,” she said, “and be active
in their pursuit of diversity, equity and inclusion
everywhere they spend money, including legal
counsel, PR, marketing, creatives and consultants.”
Ross has worked with Kimbell since the early
days of incepting her brand, Pattern Beauty,
describing him as someone who is “available,
authentic and open to feedback.”
“He is very intentional about creating pathways
for change,” she said.

Ulta is on track to double its assortment of
Black-founded brands by the end of the year, said
Arnaudo, which will equal about 5 percent of the
total assortment. Kimbell acknowledges there
is work to be done. “We’re not where we need
to be from an inclusivity and overall acceptance
standpoint, and while we’re making progress,
there’s hard work ahead of us,” he said. “We’re
going to do everything in our power within Ulta
to create an environment where everyone thrives
and is as representative, inclusive and diverse as
possible, but also use our voice and our scale and
our cultural influence to help drive change in the
world around us.”
BETWEEN ITS FLEET of 1,290 stores and counting
and its loyalty program of 32 million-plus, Ulta
already has significant scale. This month, it looks
to expand its reach even further, when Ulta Beauty
at Target launched in more than 100 locations with
an assortment of about 50 prestige brands. The
concept is expected to hit 800 Target stores in the
coming years, and purchases will be eligible for
both retailers’ loyalty programs.
If all goes as planned, Target will serve as a
gateway to introduce a new consumer to Ulta
Beauty and to many of the prestige brands that are
sold there. Rather than launch with a full lineup of
each brand, the mix will be highly curated, versus
Sephora at Kohl’s, which is introducing about 125
brands, most in their entirety.
“What we’re doing at Target is breakthrough
and disruptive and very unique. It’s not a replica of
what’s happening anywhere else in the industry,”
said Kimbell. “It’s not just lifting an experience
and putting it in Target. We purposely built an
experience that is designed to allow our brand
partners to bring their stories to life in a distinctive
and elevated experience.”
The stakes are high. Ulta execs say that nearly
30 million people visit Target every week, and
that there is very little crossover between the core
Ulta shopper and that consumer. “To introduce
a whole new set of consumers to these brands
will serve the brands very well,” said Kimbell. “It
is a highly curated, best-of-the-best experience
purposely built to drive consumer acquisition
for our brands, new guests into Ulta and new
experiences and guests into Target.”
For Ulta, Wissink said, success will depend on
driving shoppers to its own doors — online or off
— rather than brand websites. While it remains
to be seen if that will be the outcome, one thing
is certain: Ulta has been aggressively working to
upgrade its omnichannel experience over the last
several years to better compete against Sephora,
which had online sales of $3 billion in North
America last year.
Ulta doesn’t break out sales figures, but
Kimbell said online sales doubled last year.
Sources report that e-commerce was 15 percent
of Ulta’s sales in 2019, a figure that increased to
one-third of overall sales, or roughly $2 billion,
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Inside an Ulta at Target, which opened in mid-August. About
100 are planned for this year, and 800 in the coming years.

in 2020. Like other retailers, Ulta moved quickly
to compensate for store closures last year,
accelerating programs like buy online, pick up in
store, and also heavily investing in its app.
“A key priority is to get ahead of and create the
future,” said Prama Bhatt, chief digital officer. “We
invested in digital innovation and key capabilities
where we can differentiate. We believe strongly
in leveraging data for deep insights and building
out capabilities where we can be much more
personalized.
The company has enormous amounts of data
— 95 percent of the transactions of those 32
million loyalty club members are tracked — and
increasingly the means to use it. In 2018, it acquired
QM Scientific and GlamSt, technology start-ups
related to artificial intelligence and augmented
reality, meant to support personalization initiatives.
“We spent three years building out our
personalization foundation, and even in 2020,
using the year to build the infrastructure and the
modeling,” said Haus. “Now we’re in the mode of
being able to personalize content at scale.”
“Personalization is not about everything being
personalized — it is about being appropriate,”
added Bhatt. “When is the right time for us to offer
something relevant for you and when is the right
time to discover something on your own?”
Kimbell’s goal is to humanize digital and
create an immersive experience that is seamless
across channels. “When a guest starts to shop our
e-commerce business in addition to our stores, their
total engagement increases very significantly — the
spend is almost two-and-a-half times and their trips
to stores actually increase once they start shopping
online,” he said. “We see a very
bright future for our stores and
our omnichannel experience, the
way our guests are seamlessly
flowing between them.”
Kimbell is well aware that the
eyes of the industry are on him
as he guides Ulta into the future,
but as for him — he remains
completely focused on the
consumer.
“We’ve done a ton of research
to understand where consumers
are heading and we’re confident
in our ability to continue to
strengthen what’s been working
with our business,” he said. “But
we also have some cool ideas to
think differently about what the
industry will look like and how
retail is going to evolve.
“There was a lot of disruption
in the last decade and we went
from being a business that was
doing some cool things to being
the definitive leader in beauty,”
Kimbell said. “And now it’s about
defining the decade ahead.” ■
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FOUNDER’S CORNER

THE ROAD LESS TAKEN
From riding motorcycles to starting her skin care brand out of Texas,
Renee Rouleau has always traveled down her own unique path.
By RYMA CHIKHOUNE

“IT’S FREEDOM,” said Renée Rouleau, when
asked what attracts her to riding motorcycles — her
preferred mode of transportation for the last 20 years.
“You’re out on the open road, and it just clears
your head,” she added. “I daydream.”
It was her late husband of 22 years, Florian, the
former chief executive officer of her namesake skin
care brand, who introduced her to bikes. They first
rode together on his Harley-Davidson.
“He was French, and when we got together, he
said, ‘Buying a Harley-Davidson is like buying a
piece of America,’” she said.
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They traveled the world, riding in Greece, Cape
Town, Bali. In the U.S., they often took longdistance trips, even joining the Sturgis Motorcycle
Rally in South Dakota — the annual, 10-day
excursion that attracts as many as 700,000 riders.
“When you’re on a motorcycle, with no window,
there’s all the smells, the wind, the fresh air,” said
Rouleau. “And then the downside of that is the
bugs, the rocks, the gravel and all those things that
hit you as well,” she added with a laugh.
Her first motorcycle was a Kawasaki Vulcan.
Two years later, she got her first Harley. She

would have two in the course of 15 years, before
switching to a Triumph three years ago. “I wanted
a bike that I could do road trips with, for long
distances, but I wanted something lighter in
weight that could be for around town,” she said.
“The bike I have now is literally 200 pounds
lighter than my last Harley.”
It’s a more practical option for getting around
downtown Austin, where she currently resides. She
relocated from Dallas, where she moved at the age
of 26 without knowing anyone. It’s there that she
opened her first skin care spa and launched her
brand in 1996 — offering personalized skin care
through a proprietary line of natural, performancedriven products — followed by an e-commerce
business in 1999. She celebrates 25 years in the
industry this year.
“People ask me, ‘What’s the secret to success?’
And I think the big thing is change and
reinvention,” Rouleau said. “We’ve rebranded four
times and we continue to innovate. Change has
been the theme of my whole life.”
As a kid, she moved every two or three years due
to her father’s work; he was among the first, in a
team of 26 people, to work for Target in the early
‘70s. “We lived in Minnesota three different times,
Boston twice, Wisconsin once,” said Rouleau.
“Nothing was ever the same. From kindergarten to
my senior year, I was in seven different schools.”
As the youngest of four, she was often left to her
own devices. It’s made her adaptable to change —
and often seeking it — which has helped in business:
“You have to constantly be agile and open to new
things and not get settled in a comfort zone.”
It’s also made her a risk-taker — a trait that
likely drew her to motorcycles. “The statistics
show that it’s a dangerous hobby to have, but it’s
a thrill, an adventure, excitement, but then also a
challenge — you’re basically riding out in the open
air,” said Rouleau. “I have tons of stories of getting
caught in rain storms or getting to a road that’s
flooded over and unable to drive through it. It’s
the same with business. Statistics show it’s hard
to have a business. Most businesses fail within five
years. I’m lucky that we’re about to celebrate 25.
The highs and the lows, the problem solving, the
thrill, the wins, the losses, the challenges. There’s a
lot of similarities there.”
One element has stayed constant: her mission to
educate consumers. “People want that information
and expertise,” Rouleau said. “Sharing my
knowledge is really important, and [so is] staying
focused as to where we’re headed. We control our
growth. I own 100 percent of my company, and I
want to remain that way.”
As she continues to manage the business, she’s
adjusting to a new life, one without Florian, who
passed away after a short battle with cancer twoand-a-half years ago.
“That was not a change I was expecting,” she
said. “But life is full of change, and so now it’s been
a new chapter.”
Photograph by LAURA MORSMAN
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n a year when uncertainty seemed
to hang over the fashion industry,
emerging designers have been a
bright spot – offering new perspectives, optimistic designs and
openness with consumers.
At its core, emerging fashion
brand ORAZ is all about embracing emotion and the belief that the right
clothes have the power to protect and
offer security to women. Empowering
an audience through shared messages is
key. Anna Yinan Zhou, ORAZ founder
and creative director and recent graduate of the Academy of Art University, San
Francisco, launched her brand in hopes
that everyone who wears her designs
feels confident, strong and positive about
themselves, drawing inspiration from
events in her own life.
Zhou’s avant-garde aesthetic comes from
an early classical fine-art background paired
with a design philosophy for combining
sensuality and her own chic functionality, resulting in sensual vitality through
a wide range of materials in an unorthodox, sophisticated way. With strong values
in sustainability and maintaining a mission
for long lasting fashion, ORAZ continues
to practice hand crafted, couture techniques
for pieces that will stand the test of time
and touch multiple generations.
Here, Zhou talks to Fairchild Media
Group about her unique design process,
launching in COVID, the Chinese market
and the future of ORAZ.

B Y :

Empowered
by Design
Founder Anna Yinan Zhou is sending a
message of empowerment through
her emerging label, ORAZ.

FMG: What do you see for the future
of ORAZ?
A.Y.Z.: ORAZ will always follow a path of
artistic design and provide the best quality
product to our clients. While we recognize
that the fast fashion business model has
made clothing more affordable and accessible to everyone, it is heartbreaking to
see the negative impact caused by it. For
example, fast fashion clothes made with
low quality are hard to reuse and recycle,
and tons of it is discarded everyday with
many of fast fashion manufactures and
materials highly polluting
our environment.
Our sustainability philosophy is to create only pieces with high-end, lasting
quality. And as we share this philosophy
with our audience, we hope that they also

Fairchild Media Group: Your first
two collections, “Unbreathable”
and “Romance” carried very personal and significant inspirations –
can you speak to how you have used
your designs to share a message of
empowerment with your audience?
Anna Yinan Zhou: During my creative
process, I try to portray the emotion and
message from the original concept to my
audience in my design. This probably
sounds a bit abstract. For example, in the
“Unbreathable” collection the whole collection turned out in black so that details
represent a choking, uncomfortable feeling
while still portraying breathtaking beauty.
It is instantly powerful.
I chose to share this unfortunate story
to connect with the audience and use the
beauty and power to show them that this
can be overcome and how incredible every
bad thing can be transformed to be.
FMG: Would you elaborate on how
you have found empowerment to be
a key component in your designs for
ORAZ?
A.Y.Z.: Fashion design has been a powerful
source of empowerment for me, which I
hope to share with an audience. It has now
been 20 years since I started studying fineart and seven years since I started studying fashion and I have found design to be
my best voice to communicate with other
people. My work has been recognized and
touched by more and more people. I have
been so happy to hear others’ stories and
receive feedback from my audience.
I have been able to feel brave in communicating through my designs and a means
of encouragement. I believe that by sharing my story I will be able to connect and
inspire more people who initially thought
they couldn’t overcome their own fears.
FMG: What message do you hope
to share with those who wear your
designs?

A.Y.Z.: I hope women who wear ORAZ feel
strong. In the same way that makeup can
make someone feel elevated in their beauty,
fashion can help the wearer recognize how

came into effect and the factories closed, I
felt like nobody believed that I would keep
this business going. But even though the
pandemic situation wasn’t clear, my partner and I never hesitated when starting
our first collection. I made the decision
to move back to California where I have
more contacts and we had a team built in
less in a month. Still, fashion is an industry in which it is difficult to work remotely,
and so I would say that I was the designer,
pattern maker, cutter and sewer when we
faced staff shortages.
Like everyone else, we never thought
that this pandemic would last so long, and
we worried that the buying market would
be never as powerful as before, but rather
than being passive, I’ve focused on creating editorial pieces instead of wasting my
energy on sales. By doing so, the pandemic
became the perfect time for me to build
up my work.
In the pandemic, my team has had a
great time concentrating all of our energy
in the creative processes and we have
delivered two seasonal collections in less
than nine months. Even though it wasn’t
easy work, I believe a consistent workload
is the best way for a designer to
overcome challenges.

ORAZ

stunning they are both inside and out. In a
greater sense, my goal is for my designs to
be like a shield, protecting the wearer when
they face obstacles in the world.
I want my audience not to feel alone,
because there are many people who, like
me, have come from a troubled past. I
hope my audience feels good about themselves when wearing my designs and that it
helps them recognize and believe in themselves as the perfect individuals I know
them to be.
FMG: How has your early background and exposure to fine-art
influenced your aesthetic?
A.Y.Z.: Fine art has allowed me to create
bravely, though where fine art has influenced me the most is that I design everything as a piece of artwork. In my early
studies, “bold” is a word that I received the
most in feedback and I believe it demonstrates my creative process and style.
Impressionism and abstractionism

inspired me the most in my early studies,
also helped to establish my creative DNA
and personal style.
FMG: From your perspective, who is
the ORAZ consumer?
A.Y.Z.: The ORAZ consumer is someone
who loves and appreciates fashion. They
clearly understand what they want and
dress in their own way – they don’t care
to argue and are always independent. They
have had life experiences and are passionate about their careers. They are a person
who loves themselves, or aspires to, and
they understand how to love others.
FMG: How have you been able to
overcome the disruptions of the pandemic within the industry during the
launch of your brand?
A.Y.Z.: The year 2020 hasn’t been a great
time for business, and yet, ORAZ still
launched in March 2020 out of New York.
When the lockdown order suddenly

Sustainability
is something
we always
have top
of mind at
ORAZ.”
Anna Yinan Zhou,
Founder at ORAZ

maintain sustainable lifestyles. Our clothes are
designed and produced as pieces of artwork
using many characteristics of couture and
importantly, are made to last. I hope that our
clients will pass down these pieces to the next
generation to be continuously worn over and
over again.
As ORAZ grows I also plan to focus more
on Chinese markets. As a designer who grew
up in China, I have always wanted to contribute more to the Chinese fashion industry.
The fashion industry in China is still not as
mature as the one in the Western world. I
hope to change the stereotype image of Chinese fashion by sharing our creativity.
For more information about ORAZ,
visit Orazny.com and follow @oraz_ny on
Instagram.
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